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Lottery results:
225 lose spots
By Deirdre Wilson
Two hundred and twentyfive UN H student residents this
week were denied on-campus
housing for next year.
Residential Life implemented a lottery, last Wednesday
that randomly excluded only
sophomores and juniors from
housing. Residential Life had
received 3,208 applications for
housing in 1983 from oncampus students.
Carol Bischoff, director -of
residential life said the lottery
system could continue until the
fall of 1984. By then, she said a
new apartment complex on the
Strafford Avenue Extension
would be completed.
'"Our total occupancy is
4,421 this year," Bischoff said.
"This is an increase ( of 157)
from an occupancy of 4,264 last
year."
Bischoff said the number of
excluded students was
"relatively low."
"It · was lower than we
expected. We felt we could
exempt current freshmen from
the lottery. This would allow
them two years of on-campus
living, which . I think is
important. If there had been a

Kelly Wills and Sue Larkin brave the elements yesterday. The rain that soaked UNH this
weekend is expected to continue through the weekend. (Tim Skeer photo) .

$53 fee possible
•
Health fee increase
explained
By John Ouellette
Health Services at UN H was
••directed to become selfsupporting" and will lose
University funds next year,
according to Dr. Peter
Patterson, director of UNH
Health Services. This will raise
the mandatory health fee to $53
a semester, if the proposed
budget passes.
Hood House will lose
$294,000 in general University
funds, according to Steve
Cairns, treasurer of the Health
Services Student Consumer
Board.
The loss of funds for Health
Services is a result of the
G ove.rnor's Management
Review mandate and what
Chairperson of the Consumer
Board, · Ann Huidekoper,
called "a focus of tuition money
on academics."
The University "'used to fund
about half" of the operating
costs of Hood House,
Patterson said, and the other

half came from the student
health fee.
Next year's Health Services
budget, p~oposed by the

Consumer Board, and revised
by David Regan, associate
director for administration and
planning for health _services,
will place the entire operating
costs on the students and raise
, the· health fee by 56 percent.
This year's health fee is $34 a
semester. The increase will
"only reflect the loss of general By Margaret McKowen
funds and inflation,,, according
A map will be posted in the
to Jamie Rock, chairperson of · student senate office to show
the Health and Human ' in-statestudentswhichdistricts
Services Committee of the their state legislators represent.
Student Senate. "There are no
The map will aid students
new services."
"It has to go up the amount
The last day to drop courses
it's going up, .. she said.
may be moved to an earlier date
··1 agree with the increase," in the semester - page 3.
said Jocelyn Tetel, patient
advocate at Hood House. ''We who choose to participate in a
don't want to take away letterwriting campaign
services. Students will have to sponsored by the student
find these services other places senate to oppose Governor
where they're more expensive." John Sununu's 1984 University
Tetel said any further cuts in budget.
Students are urged to write
HEALTH, page 23
to their state senators and

much larger spread, however,
we would have had to use a
totally random lottery affecting
all resident students."
Residential Life has created
an Appeals Board, consisting
of an area coordinatior, a hall
director, a residential advisor,
and two representatives from
the Student Senate's Residential Life Council.
"This board will only grant a
few exceptions," Bischoff said.
"It's got to be a real extreme .
hardship, a truly exceptional
case."
The Appeals Board will
determine the criteria for
acceptable appeals.
Mimi Burns, a member of
the Senate's Residential Life
Council, said that originally the
council had recommended a
lottery as "the best possible
alternative."
.. We recommended that
twenty percent of current
freshmen, forty percent of
sophomores, and forty percent
of juniors be pulled from the
lottery," Burns said.
Burns said Gregg Sanborn,
Dean of Student Affairs
LOTTERY, page 14

Letter campaign
seeks more funds

I

JOCELYN TET AL

Hull. H.itl· 1·. ', . l'mtai.: l',11c.J.
l>u1 ham. , . H . l'.:rmit ,no

Urges women to act

representatives in order to
show their concern for the
budget problem, said Jim
LETTERS, page 9

-INSIDE-

Dworkin speaks about men, pornography •

UNH Mens Hockey plays
Semi-Finals on Friday in the
Bos/On Garden. See story,
page 32.

By Lisa Prevost
'"Pornography as a genre
says that the stealing, buying
and selling of women's bodies
are1 not acts of force or abuse
because women want to be
raped and prostituted," said
Andrea Dworkin, who spoke
on "Pornography and Male

Calendar .................. page 5
Classified ... ~ ....... page 26,27
Comics ................... page 24
Editorial ................. page 16
Features ................. page 21
Notices .................... page 6
Sports-.... _........... pages 31,32

Supremacy" before 245 women
and men in the Strafford Room
of the Memorial Union
Building Monday night.
Dworkin, featured as part of
National Women's History
Week, insisted men should .. put
their asses out on the street" to
organize against pornography

The fluent feminist is the
author of five books, including
Women Hating, Pornography:
Men Possessing Women and
most recently, Right Wing
Women.
"Pornography can only
develop in a society that is
visciously male supremacist,"

said Dworkin, a burly woman
with a thick tousle of curls.
Dworkin said she is urgently
working for the decriminalization of prqstitution as a step
towarqs squelching porn.
About 70 percent of women
DWOR~IN, page 14
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NEWS BRIEFS
Cranston here tomorrow
Presidential candidate Allan Cranston (D-Calif.) will meet
with UNH students in the Memorial Union Building at 3 p.m.
tomorrow.
Cranston will also speak to the student body of Conco_rd
High School today and will meet with New Hampshire
educators in Manchester.
After his stop at UNH, Cranston will go to a reception at
the home of Governor's executive councilor Dudley Dudley
in Durham.

Sununu claims misquote
Governor John Sununu last week said he was misquoted in
the January 28 edition of The New Hampshire.
Sununu said after a Board of Trustees meeting in January
that "it was time the adminstration of the University System"
addressed the quality of education, according to Bill Herman,
Sununu's press secretary.
The New Hampshire reported that Sununu said it's time
professors ••start thinking about the quality of education
they're providing and not about their paychecks."
"That is not what the Governor said," Herman said in a
letter dated March 4. "Unfortunately, the article and
subsequent editorial comment has made the Governor's
dealing with the University System more difficult."
According to the reporter who spoke with Sununu, the
Governor was asked if, as a former professor, he thought
UNH faculty deserved a pay raise this year.
Sununu said it's time .. people at the University started
thinking about the quality of education" they're providing.the reporter said.
But Herman said Sununu "was careful to make a
distinction between University faculty and students as
opposed to the administration and trustees."

Vietnam veteran says .reality of
war correctly depicted in MASH
By Lisa Prevost
"A lotta people that didn't know, just
looked at M* A*S*H as a comedy," says John
Bevard, a Korean war veteran of the First
Marine Division ...The way the doctors acted
· - so nonchalant - but they were still worried."
For the M*A*S*H viewers that didn't
know, madcap surgeon Hawkeye Pierce's
one-liners in O.R. glossed over the gory
. .
reality of war.
A casual proposition directed to frigid
Major •Hotlips' Hoolihan ~ith t~e open
chest. Pants-ing pompous MaJor Winchester
while in surgery. Only Pierce's way_ of
lightening the burden of a war that killed
about two million people.
. .
Bevar<.J, lik.e 111illiu11~ uf pat11ot1c
Americans, is sorry to see the rollicking crew
of the 4077 Mobile Army Surgical Hospital(MASH) go home after 11 years of
programming.
.
A serious vein ran through the comic
exploits of M* A*S*H overworked hospital
staff. It accurately dipicted the desperate need
for .. escape" in war camps, according to
Bevard.
He inhaled from a cigarette, held between
two, thick blackened fingers, and locked H'is
clear blue eyes into a stare.
.. I've seen corpmen really work on a gu_y
that's gone." Bevard says slowly. "And this
isn't in the hospital. This is in the damn heat of
the battle."

"When there's nothing they can do they
throw a fit. But they get it out of their system
and move on the next one."
Bevard, marine-sized but mellow, moved
on after the deaths of bootcamp friends, the
end of 12-year marriage, five war injuries,
seven heart attacks and three strokes.
Originally, from an Ohio farm, he now lives in
the backwoods of Sanbornville, NH with his
second wife and s-even-year-old son.
Bevard is putting the past behind hi~, he
said. He lives in a toy-strewn house set in the
middle of a pasture which smells of
woodsmoke.
A proud man with a sharp sense of humor,
Bevard admired the ability of the M*A*S*H
d1a1 actci-1>

who

made

the

best

of

their

situation.
He said he "cannot condone" the whining
of Vietnam vets who are fortunate enough to
still be alive.
Besides his Korean war duty, Bevard pulled
mutilated soldiers off of choppers in the war.
Once a month, he still finds time to drop in
at the Portsmouth Veteran of Foreign war to
shoot some pool and rehash old times with
"the guys."
.
"We laugh about it," Bevard said
scratching a protruding ear that is Colonel .
Potterish .
"There are some things you can't come

MASH, page 13

Dance for benefit
PORTSMOUTH The Rockingham County
Community Action Program will sponsor a Dance-a-thon
and public dance fun~raiser on _April 23 from 6 p.m. to
midnight at the Masomc Temple in Portsmouth. .
The dance will benefit such programs as "Head Start", Fuel Assistance, and Family Day Care. Free refreshments and
admission for marathoners will be served. All dancers must be
20 years or older since beer and wine will be _served.
.
Prizes, raffles and the music of Ben Baldwin and the Big
Notes will be featured. To register, call Jan at th RCCAP
office at 431-2911 or ·stop by the office at 86 Congress St.

Art auction set
The Durham Art Association will hold its annual Arts and
Crafts Auction Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Henry A. Davis
Memorial Union Building on Main Street.
Morgan Wilis, a professional auctioneer from Eliott,
Maine will conduct the sale which is open to the public.
The Durham Art Association is a non-profit organization
with 80 members from Durham and surrounding towns.- The
annual auction is its major fundraising activity.

Ice show Saturday
The Great Bay Figure Skating Club will present an ice show
Saturday and Sunday in Snively Arena.
Three UNH students will be featured skaters in the show.
They are Missy Levine, Anita Patterson and Bonnie Varney.
Saturday's show begins at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday's at 2 p.m.
Tickets are available at the door.

Corrections
In a Sports photograph !ast ~u_esday a women's ice hockey
member was incorrectly identified. The player was Carol
Sylvia.

Readers noting errors in The New Hampshire may report
them by calling News Editors Maggie McKowen or Barbara
Norris or Editor Greg Flemming at 862-1490.

Weather
Today rain will be tapering
in the 30s according to the
Concord.
Tonight heavy rains will
followed by more rain, heavy
Saturday.

off to a slight drizzle with_hig~s
National Weather Service m
resume with lows in the 30s
winds and a chance of snow on

SAE PIG - Fraternity brothers Ted Dey Eddie Horton, Ted Eynon, Mark Laroche, and Paul
Lofria of SAE with their pig Lucy. ( Carolyn Blackmar photo)-

Why Candidates visit NH early
By Beth Germano
On February 24, four days
into his presidential campaign,
Walter Mondale attended a
community meeting in
Newmarket and a round- thetable discussion with area high
school students at Dover
Junior High Library.
On February 20, Senator
John Glenn (D-Ohio) attended
a reception in his honor at the
private home of Henry Smith
in Dover.
How can you get these
Democratic presidential
hopefuls to come to two rural
New Hampshire districts with
the election more than a year
away?
.
First of alJ, it helps to be in
the first state in the country to
claim a tradition in holding the

first presidential primary.
a campaign over a year away
Secondly, provide those from the New Hampshire
candidates with some ardent primary the candidates come
supporters and local issues that into living rooms. They have
are pertinent to their the ability to meet one on one
presidential platorms.
with supporters and it keeps
But most i m_p or tan t, them before the media."
according to Henry Smith, is to
In addition to staff members
be a prominant Democrat in and members of the press,
the community. Smith himself, Smith invited friends from
is a former mayor of Dover and Strafford County and members
director of transportation . of the Concerned Demorcrats
under former GovernQr Hugh to attend the gathering.
Gallen.
Dover is a key community
Smith personally invited for Glenn, he said, "because of
Glenn to his home when he the heavy concentration of
heard . the Senator was coming d e m O C r a t "i C S U p p O r t e r S
to New Hampshire during a relative to other communities
campaign trip covering eight in the state."
cities.
Dover has 3900 registered
"We've had conversations in democrats and 3682 registered
the past," said Smith, referring
to his contact with Glenn. "In CANDIDATES, page 28
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CourSe drop dates may change
venience to the professors.
According to Goodwin, a
"substantial majority" said the
present drop date was too late.
Stephanie Thomas, head
registrar said the idea of
changing the drop date is not
new.
"I have noticed a considerable increase in the past couple
of years of the number of drop
cards turned in on the last day
(of the drop per_iod)," she said.
DATE, page 24

According to Goodwin,
By John Gold
The Academic Senate is students drop courses in midconsidering a proposal to semester and remove the need
change the mid-semester date for an extra section.
Goodwin also noted many
to drop courses to the third
Friday after the beginning of pourses in high demand
develop openings after the final
classes.
The motion 1s being drop date. He said these
porposed by the academic openings could have been filled
standards committee of the by students who needed the
course.
·
academic Senate.
According to Goodwin,
Paul Goodwin, member of
the academic standards UNH -has "the latest drop date
committee, said the proposal is in comparison with other New
designed to eliminate waste of ' England state schools.
He said, however, this was
both man-power and materials
not
the reason for the change.
when students drop classes late
, . . "If we wanted to be like all
in the year.
When students preregister the others, we could have just
for

a

cla~~.

Ouuuwiu

~aiu

instructors teaching laboratory
courses add extra lab sections.
_- This involves ordering extra
The Commuter Advocate's newest editor, Joshua Gordon, · materials, and sometimes
replaces Rhonda Mann, who resigned last week. (Carolyn . '.'hiring additional people to
· teach the courses at a '"subBlackmar photo)
; stational expense."

sat down and figured

it out in

five minutes", he said.
The committee came up with ·
the proposal after sending
letters to faculty members and
interviewing them. The letters
asked if the seven week drop
period caused any incon-

Commuter Advocate editor-in-chief resigns
By Amy Grossman
"We can't have one person
A conflict over the
making the decisions and
relationship between the
another person taking blame
Student Press and the
for what was printed under
Commuter Advocate --has
those decisions," Mann said.
resulted in the resignation of
. The conflict, however, has
the paper's editor-:-in-chief,--- g i v e n ~ to a more
Rhonda Mann.
,
controversial issue: the goals of
Mann and other Advocate the Commuter Advo{ate. "f:or
staff look at the weekly the Advocate sta~f, our maJor
publication as a newpaper; goal was to mf orm the
Student press officials treated it com1'!1ute: populat10n about
like another magazine.
:Whats gomg on. The Advocate
The difference, according to is a . newspa~e~, although
Mann, was in how much time techn_ica,I,ly its _a news
staffers spent working on each maga_zme. ~an_n said. _
issue
This techmcahty gave nse to
Jo~hua Gordon was elected controversy; Brooks said. "_The
as the paper's next editor.
staff felt the Advocate 1s a
Originally, the Advocate was newspaper, whereas we_ (_the
funded . by UNH's Commuter- Stude~t P,~ess) feel th_at 1t 1s a
Transfer center. Due to a m~.gazme, Brooks said.
shortage ·of funds and office
. A ~ewspaper .~taff d~es
space, the Commuter Advocate !,hmgs m a hurr~, she said.
merged last year with the
Thet have deadhne~ to m~et.
Student Press.
They re concerned :with gettmg
The Student Press also the ne~s. A magazine staff has
publishes Aegis, Catalyst, ~ore time and concer!1 for the
Commentary, and Visual Arts, fmal product. The attitudes of
all magazines.
the staff have to change. T~ey
, "The Commu/er Advocate bav~ to be less concerned with
has to be autonomous,,, said gettmg the ne~s than what they
Mann. "I was making decisions actually ~o,,w1th the news once
,
as the paper's . editor, but th ey get It. .
Marcia Brooks (director of the
_Brooks said shes concerned
Student Press) would overide :,.V 1t,h how the Advocate l?,oks.
Its a matter of format, she
my decisions."

Kari-Van
collides
with auto
By Julie Hanauer
No one was injured
Wednesday morning when a
UNH Kari-Van collided with a
car at the intersection of
Middle and State streets in
Portsmouth.

The Advocate staff, after
said. A matter of going one step
Mann resigned, nominated
further. Errors detract from the
At 7:30 a.m., a Kari-Van
impact a story should have. We Chris Fauske, a contributing
should give it our best. That's editor, to be editor. But the collided with a vehicle driven
all part of the learning Student Press' "Constitution by Charles Cullen of New
gives the power of appointing Castle. The car contained orily
experience."
"As far as layout goes, editorial positions for each of he and his wife.
Marcia knows what she's its publications to the executive
David Dick, 21, the driver of
doing," Mann said, "And 1 board of the Student Press.
,
the
Kari: Van, has been issued a
That executive board is
respect her artistic ability. But
summons for a red light
made
of
the
the
five
magazine
her attitude towards producviolation according to the
tion night is that we should stay ADVOCATE, page 11
UNH News Bureau.
all night if we have to u~til the
paper is perf~ct."
He has been suspended from
his driving duties until after his
court appearance on· March
28th.

Pror_guest on WRKO

By Margaret McKowen
David Finkelhor, assistant
chairperson of the UN H
Family Research Lab, will be a
guest on a 'radio talk show
about child sexual abuse and
marital rape.
. The show will be broadcast
: on WRKO radio in Boston on
Sunday night between 4pm and _
7pm.
Finkelhor has conducted
research on family violence in 1
the Boston area. He studied 52 l .
Boston-based families.
'

"He collaborated and
worked with people in Boston
because they had the same type
of interest," said Siglinde Fizz,
program assistant at the UNH
Family Research Lab.
"We found out how many
children were victimized. We
(also) found out what parents
told their children," he said.
~His research in the lab is
scientifically based _and is not
RADIO, page 10

He had been driving for
Kari-Van services for one year when the accident occured.
Both the bus and the Cullen's
car were damaged. There were
' no estimates of the damages
available, but the Kari-Van was
, driven back to UN H.
:
The 24 people on the bus at
, the time of the accident were
picked up by another Karii Van.

Graduation plans
set by committee
By Barbara Ohrsfrom
May's commencement
ceremonies will be held at l0:30
a.m. instead of 3:00 p.m.
according to Bob Keesey,
secretary of the Commencement Committee. Commencement represents the Uneversity
as an educational institution.
The Commencement Committee which voted to change
the time has 12 members, and
submits proposals to President
Evelyn Handler for final
decision on the December and
May ceremonies, and Honors
Convocation.
December c_o mmencement
took place at 11 :00 a.m. this
academic year, according to

Dr. Alexander Emell,
chairman of the Commencement Committee and Chief
Marshall.
Keesey said, "it is the only
public event that celebrates and
gives recognition 'to undergraduate academic achievement."
Emell said all the students
from the 18 honor societies on
campus are invited, and
students who have earned
h~n<?rs overall, or in the
prev10us year.
Keesey said graduation
should be a ceremony of
dignity, rather than a "cocktail
party." Students who have

CEREMONY, page 8

TERM ALMOST OVER.- Student Body President Karen Johnson-and. Vice President 'f.
Spencer Wright in yesterday's rain. Applications are now being accepted for 'candidacy in
elections for next year's office. (Tim Skeer photo)
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Tete} iS Hood Hollse Reel .of .television cable stolen
patient advocate
·Police .News·
By Jeannie Zandi
Newly appointed student
Patient Advocate Jocelyn Tetel
urged members of the Student
Senate Sunday night to
publicize the new position and
her availability to students.
The possibiltiy of a student
Patient Advocate in Hood
House was proposed to the
c·o nsumer Board by Health
Services.
The Consumer Board is a
student advisory group to
Health Services reporting
directly to Dr. Patterson, the

Director of Health Services.
The group is concerned with
how students feel about Hood
House and its· services.
Tetel, a senior psychology
major said her two main
concerns as Patient Advocate
are the qualtiy of Health
Services care and making
st0dents more responsible
health care consumers by being
more aware of what's going on
in Hood House. She said she is
available to students who have
HOOD HOUSE, page 29
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· Have you considered a

SPECIAL INTEREST HOUSING
PROGRAM?
More info at:

Office of Residential Life
Pettee House

...
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-~~~$811 ~~lfl}J8!1@
CALL BRIAN OR JEF
868-2511
GREAT FUND RAISERS!

On Tuesday, a Christensen
Hall resident reported that
while his vehicle was parked in
the resident lot, his university
permit may have been stolen.
The permit is valued at $15.00.

UNH student reported that
his bicycle had been stolen
from the first floor stairwell in
Demeritt Hall between the
hours of 6: IO .p m and 7:53 pm.
The bicycle is valued at $75.00.
On Wednesday, ·a Public
Safety Officer was dispatched
to Stoke Hall to stand-by

repairing the TV system in
Congreve at the time of the
theft. The wood reel and cable
are valued at $150.00,

during a fire alarm. It was
discovered to be a false alarm;
the pull station on the bottom
floor had been activated.
The American Radio Corp.
worker reported that while
working in Congreve Hall
someone removed a wooden
reel containing I000 ft. of coaxial cable which was outside
the building. The victim was

A UNH student reported
that his backpack had been
stolen from Stillings Dining
Hall. The backpack is valued at
$65.00. The contents are
reportedly worth $36.00.
A resident of Hetzel Hall
reported that his stereo cassette
recorder was removed from his
unlocked room. The value of
the system is $240 .00.

,.
Durham votes

Acid rain subject of meeting
By Cathy McClure
this same goal."
At an open town meeting
This warrant is to put
Wednesday night , Durham pressure on the federal
passed by majority vote a government to control factory
resolution asking the federal emissions throughout the
government to do something country .
about Acid Rain.
According to John Carroll,
Durham joined about I00 associate professor . of
New Hampshire towns in
Environmental Conservation,
passing the warrant; another who briefly addressed the
100 towns are expected to vote audience, the major culprits are
on it by the end of the week.
"coal-fired power plants... of
The warrant, Article 19 the south and the west" of New
Durham, poses two questions:
England.
-"Reduce by at least half
While controlling the
the major cause of acid rain, emissions would cost the power
sulfur dioxide emissions, by the
plants additional money, it
year 1990."
would be well worth it,
-"Conclude negotiations and
supporters say.
adopt a treaty with the
"An obvious result of the
government of Canada that acid rain is the acidification of
will commit both nations to · smaller lakes and ponds at

higher elevations, resulting in
losses of aquatic life," said
Carroll.
According to the Citizen's
Task Force of New Hampshire,
several lakes and streams are so
acidic that they are killing the
game fish.
The Action taken in N. H.
attracted attention throughout
the U.S. and Canada, and the
Canadian Broadcasting
Company (CBC) will be
filming a documentary in
Durham this weekend.
'"It is surprisingly serious
dispute between the two
countries," said Carroll, a
Kellogg Foundation National
Fellow, working in InternationACID RAIN, page 25
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ANTI-HAZING LECTURE
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NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

with
Mrs. Eileen Stevens

SPORTSWAVE
founder of C.H.U.C.K.
(Committee to Halt Useless College Killings)

A 15 minute, updated
Wildcat sports report on WlJNH.
Comes complete with interviews, guests
trivia questions, athlete of the week, and a
chance for you to call in and comment

Ever since she lost her son, Chuck, in a tragic hazing incident, Mrs. Stevens
has Jogged thousands of miles and visited scores of college campuses in an
effort to bring the realities of the danger ofhazing to the publics attention.

For all th~ week's Wildcat sporting events, tune in on
SUNDAY at 12, on 91.3 FM WUNH ...The Winning Team!

Wednesday March 30th
8:30 Strafford Room MUB ·
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
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Little Sister program begins
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By Cathy McClure
This week is the rush week
for Sigma Alpha Epsilon
(SAE) Little Sister's Program.
The program started last
semester. So far this semester
about 56 girls have been
rushing SAE.
"More than I00 girls rushed
last semester," said Tracy
Murtha, Vice-president of the
SAE Little Sisters Program.
"We could only have 28
sisters."
Both SAE Brothers and
Little Sisters are pleased with
the program.
"The Little Sisters are an

"You get out of UNH what you or house meetings. They also
put into it. Getting involved do not clean house. or wash
windows.
with SAE has been worth- .
''That's a bunch of crap,"
while."
Little Sisters are involved said one Brother. "they're just
with the Recreational Sports that - little sisters." .
Brothers stressed that SAE
Program with the brothers.
They also attend raids, happy Little Sisters are just friends.
"We have a rule against
hours, and participate in
'involvement'," said Gosselin.
community projects.
"On . Valentine's Day, we "Big Brothers and Little Sisters
visited a Nursing Home," said are just friends."
Dey attributes the popularity
Gosselin. "We hope to do that
again, have food drive, and · to curiosity.
"The Little Sister program is
visit an orpahage."
"It's been a way to meet more cheaper and less time
people," said Murtha. "I never consuming," said Dey. "We
would have had as many close encourage the Little Sisters to

adciiti"n tn rrnr hnui;;p that's

male friend s . I fool ,voloomc in

ruoh both SAE and a sorority. I

welcome," said Ted Dey, SAE
President.
'"Little Sisters is a valuable
experience," said Murtha.

the house, and there isn't any
pressure - just friends."
Little Sisters are not
included in sorority functions,

think that they could get more
out of a sorority - there's more
,involvement in a sorority, more
importance to college life."

NATIONAL WOMEN'S HISTORY WEEK AT UNH:
Interdisciplinary dialogues, films, music, slide presentations, theater
and speakers. For more information call student activities, 8621001.
MUB PUB: Spring Training in the MUB. Sandcastle building
contest, summer food, D.J. in the PUB and more. Memorial Union,
8 p.m.-midnight.

SATURDAY, March 12
RANDOM INSANITY OPEN CHESS TOURNAMENT:
Recognized by the United States Chess Federation. HillsboroughSullivan Room, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.
WOODSMEN'S MEET: Old-time wood skills. Boulder Field, 9
a.m.
MUB PUB: Blues Complex with special guests 3·D. Sponsored by
T.A.S.T.E. Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m. $1 UNH ID/proof of age
required.

SUNDAY, March 13
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY UNIVERSITY CUP: vs. York of
Canada. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. UNH students $1; students $2; adults

n

M USO FILM: '"Willy Wonka & the-Chocolate Factory." Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1 or season pass.
HOLLY NEAR CONCERT: Interpreted for the hearing impaired
by Susan Freundlich. Wheelchair accessible. Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH students $4; general $6. Celebrate
National Women's History Week at UNH.
UNH WIND SYMPHONY:Sfanley Hettinger, director. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Sunday Night Special. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH
ID/ proof of age required.

MONDAY, March 14
FOREIGN FILM: "Woman in the Dunes." Sponsored by
Independent Supporters of Foreign Cinema. Room 110, Murkland,
7 p.m. General $I; free to sponsors. For more information or to
become a sponsor, call Lisa Cunningham, 742-:,JuJ.
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Ann Beattie, fiction writer. Richards
Auditorium, Murkland, 8 p.m.
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES: Striding: Don Ewell in concert.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students $2.50; general
$3.50. Tickets available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office, 8622290, and at the door.

TUESDAY, March 15

Participants in the SAE fraternity's Little Sister program shown here are Debbie Gosselin (left)
and Tracey Murfha; with them are brothers Ted Dey and Eddie Horton. (Carolyn Blackmar
photo)

WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR: President Evelyn Handler,
Problems of Junior Faculty. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
_
FOREIGN FILM: "Women in the Dunes." Sponsored by
Independent Supporters of Foreign Cinema. Room 110, Murkland,
4 p.m. General $1; free to sponsors. For more information or to
become a sponsor, call Lisa Cunningham, 742-5305.
FACULTY CENTER LECTURE SERIES: Chinese Painting
illustrated, talk by John Hatch. Faculty, staff and friends invited.
Faculty Center, 4:30 p.m.
SPRING FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: Artist Maryce Searles,
abstract art. Berkshire Room, New ~ngland C~nter, 8 p.m.

Interested in
Advertising/Sales?
Start your Career now!
Be an Advertising Associate
for
Reverend John Garvey
Glenmary Home Missioners Room
Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

The New Hampshire
23

Name -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Age _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

Applications available now
Room 108 MUB
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Hart candidacy -gets

,

307, Horton Social Science, 7:30 p.m.
ANTI-HAZING LECTURE: Sponsored by
Lambda Chi Alpha. Eileen Stevens.whose son died
in a hazing incident, now travels around the
country telling about her experience and goals to
stop hazing. Wednesday, March 30, Strafford
. Room, Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m.

ACADEMIC
CURF DEADLINE: April 4, 1983 is the deadline
· for submission of proposals for graduate student
· research projects to be funded by the Central
University Research Fund (CURF). For
application forms, contact the Research Office,
Horton Social Sci~nce Center (2-2000).

COMPUTER SERVICES
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
UNH OUTDOOR POOL SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT: Position for lifeguard and head
lifeguard available from June 22 to August 13.
noon to 6 p.m. Contact Ann Roberts, Recreational
Sports, Room 151, Field House, 862-2031.
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM INSTRUCTORS:
Instructors needed on Saturdays from April 2 to
May 21, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Fieltj l:f_~~s_e_
swimming pool. Pay rate: $3.75 per hour. For
more information call Ann Roberts, 962-2031.
UNH KARATE CLUB MOVIE: "The Octagon",
martial arts adventure, starring Chuck Morris.
Friday, March 11, Room 1 IO, Murkland, 6:JU,
8:30 and J0:30 p.m. Admission: $ l.50
MEN·:s ANU WOMEN 'S INTRAMURAL
HALL HOCKEY ROSTERS DUE MONDAY,
- MARCH 14: Submit team rosters to Room 151,
Field House or to your Sports Manager. Roster
forms may be picked up in Room 151, Field House
br the Commuter/Transfer Center, MUB. If you
do not wish to enter a team but would like to be
added to a team you may sign up in either location.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS MANAGERS'
MEETING: Monday, March 14. Area I and
Sororities -5:30 p.m., Jessie Doe Lounge; Area II 7 p.m., Hitchcock Lounge; Area III - 4 p.m.,
Hubbard Rec. Room: Fraternities - 5:30 p.m., .
Si_gma Nu Loun_ge.
WATER POLO CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Sponsored by Recreational Sports.
Come join one of the most exciting clubs on
ca.mpus -- men's and women's teams. Tuesday,
March 15, Room 38, Field House, 7:30 pm.
ULTIMATE FRISBEE ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Sponsored by Recreational Sports.
'Thursday, March_17, _Field House, 7 .P-~· .
CAREER '
JOB SEARCH GROUP: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement/ Counseling and Testing.
Support ~roup for job. seekers. Guidance on
resume writing, interviewing and job search
strategies. Mondays, March 7 - April 18, Schofield
House, 4 to 6 pm. For more information call 8622010.
RESUME CRITIQUE: Students receive feedback
on final draft resumes on a first-come/ first-served
basis. Friday, March 11, Room 203, Huddleston,
I :30 to 4:30 p.m.
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: For students
who find it difficult to schedule regufar
appointments. Monday, March 14, balxonyl able,
Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
JOB SEARCH FOR TEACHERS: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Locating an~
applying for teaching positions. Monday, March
14, Room 302, Huddleston, 6 p.m.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
RESOURCE ECONOMICS CLUB MEETING:
Mondays, Room l06, James, noon.
CONCRETE CANOE WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Civil Engineering/ American Society of Civil
Engineers. Saturday, March 12, Room 115,
Kingsbury, noon. Come and see how a concrete
canoe is constructed.
UNH CHESS CLUB MEETING: Schudule for
future matches announced. Wednesday, March 16,
Room 53, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING
LECTURE: The futility of Protest, Tom ~torrs
and Adrienne Pryor. Thursday, March 17, Room

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
!Stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All -courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
TAPE CONVERSION: CHANGE: Describes
program which aids conversion of character set
foreign to DECIO from tape to disk and vice versa.
Important for converting data or programs from
one computer system to another. Prerequisites:
Beginning Timesharing, Using Tapes. Wednesday,
March 16 from 10 am to noon. Fee is $2.
ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET WEEK:
Presentations and demonstrations on electronic
spreadsheet oro2rams such as N C'VPr~XlcUnNnl Xth)f>
Ui:.CIO, Supercomp-twenty on the A (
. ,
and CalcS.tar on - the ·NorthStar Aci~antage
(CP/ M). Week of March 21.
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
VICTIMS OF RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT
SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by Counseling
and Testing. Thursday, Schofield House,· I to 2
p.m. For more information, call Ellen Becker
862-2090.
.
COUNSELING AND TESTING WEDNESDAY
NI9HT WORKSHOPS: Coming Out As Gay
For Both Men and Women. Wednesday, March
16, Schofield House, 7 to 9 p.m. For more
information, Call 862-2090.
GENERAL
WILDLIFE SOCIETY WEEJ(L Y MEETING:
PubliG awareness wildlife experiences, field trips
and environmental education. Mondays, Room
104, Petee Hall, 5:30 p.m.
MAIN LIBRARY HOURS: The library will be
open extended hours, Friday, March 11 until 11
n .m

'HE~J:,T_tf ~pl}c;ATION WORKSHQJ:>: "T_tl~
Weigh We Eat". All students and guests are
welcome. Tuesday, March 15, Main lounge,
Fairchild, 7 p.m. Sponsored by Health Education
and Fairchild Hall.
../
TEXTBOOKS AT THE BOOKSTORE: The
Bookstore will begin returning spring semester
books on March 15. The bookstore cannot
guarantee availability of any titles after this date.
WOMEN'S CENTER BUSINESS MEETINGS:
All -interested students are welcome to come and
find out what the Women's Center is about.
Tuesday, Women's Center Memorial Union, 7:30
p.m.
KARI-VAN SPRING BREAK SCHEDULE:
Buses will run on a reduced schudule from March
21 through March 25. The last bus to depart
campus on Friday, March .18 will be the 5: 15
Newmarket. There will be no service on March 19,
·20, 26 and 27. Full service will resume Monday,
March 28.
SKIING THE ALPS SLJDESHOW: Sponsored
by AMLL. Slideshow of trip to Austria and
Switzerland in January 1983. Friday, March 11,
Forum Room, Library, 7:30 p.m.
CONTRACEPTION WORKSHOP: "Choices
Not Hope". sponsored by Health Education,
Health Services in cooperation with Residential
Life. Monday, March _14, Stoke Hall, 7 p.m.
SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
CONVENTION DEADLINE: Participants must
submit description of abstract to Sociology and
Anthropology Departmenf by· March -18. For
more information call Druann Hecker or Valerie
Hurst at 862-1802.

UNH student support
campaign will stress "grass
By Booker C. Bense
Students for Hart held their . roots" organization. Hart used
debut press conference last this type of organization when
Friday to announce their. he managed George Mcsupport for Senator Gary Govern's presidental campaign
in 1972, he said.
Hart's presidential campaign.
"Students will play a vital
They were one of I05 student
groups nationwide to declare role in the campaign, you get
the feeling he's ( Hart) really
support for Hart on that day.
Gary Hart is a second-term listening (to student's ideas),"
Senator from Colorado, first Zinman said.
Students for Hart is in the
. elected in 1974. He serves on
the Armed Services, Budget, process of recruiting people
and the Enviroment & Public HART, page?
Works Committees of the
Sentate.
Robert Longwell-Grice,
head resident of Alexander
Hall and advisor to ~tuctent'S
for Hart, describes Hart as a
m_an with .. answers, not
rhetoric." He said Hart is not
part of the mainstream politics
of the past; he is what the
American people have been
looking for, "a man with new
ideas."
In his campaign literature,
Hart declares opposition to
Reaganomics. He has. voted
against every element of
Reagan's economic plan.
Hart proposes to revitalize
the American economy by
providing tax incentives and
job retraining for .. high tech"
industries. Lower interest rates
ROB: LONGWELL-GRICE
and a balance budget are also
part of his program. He is in
favor of cutting defense
spending and. repealing the ,
1983 tax cut.
Hart states his support for
.. providing quality education
for every American." He has
led the fight in the Senate
against cuts in student
programs such as work-study
and guaranteed loans.
"I'm sure other candidates
know more of the governors
and mayors and party
chairman than I do. But I
guarantee you, none of them
will know more of the
unknown 23-year old
organizers," Hart said in an·
Oregon speech.
Andrew Zinman, cochairperson for Students for
Hart and a junJor Political
ANDREW ZINMAN
Science major, -said Hart's
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday- Friday IO AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscription:
$18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears. if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to T_he - New
Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham. NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine.

Hours: 6-12 p. rn.
Toll Free#:
1-800-582-7341

WILLY WONKA AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY
Gene Wilder is the mysterious owner of a
candy factory who offers a tour and a
lifetime supply of chocolate to the
lucky finders of five golden tickets
hidden inside Wonka candy bars.
Flavored wallpaper, rivers of chocolate,
and green-haired midgets called OompaLoompas are inside the delightful factory.
7 & 9:30 p.m.

from anywhere in NH
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Submissions /or,

TODAY
Friday March 11th
2D Work

Roon1 A304 PCAC

3DWork

Contact

Marcia Brooks
or Susan.Dewsnap at
The Student Press
Room 153, MUB
862-2486

Limit 3 Works/ Person·

I
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Student Rentals

--CEREMON¥--

Available for the 83-84_ school year, in town, I
and 2 ~edroom apartments available.

(continued from page 3)

Cci'ntact Mike at 868-5542

conducted themselves badly
are not in the majority. he said .
··Hopefully in the future
there won't be a disregard for
people who don't want to see
popping corks."
Keesey said, •The spectacle
of drunk students and
outlandish reliance on the
bottle is something they
(faculty, students and parents)
would rather not have."
Commencement attracts
15,000 to 16,000 people wh.o
watch ••the way it is conducted
and the way people conduct
themselves. It makes a large
statement," said Keesey.
Keesey said this is not the
first time commencement has
been in the morning. Last year,

Petitions are now available
for ·the positions of:

.,

Student
Body
President
Student ·
Vice- President
For Academic Year

•

1983-1984

it was in the afternoon b e caus e

President Karen Johnson and

Plymouth State College
scheduled their ceremnony in
the morning, and it caused a
conflict for trustees who
wanted tu ~t:e both ceremonies.
Emell said a morning
ceremony was, ·•what we felt ·

three faculty members. There
are also representatives from
the Registrar's Office, Student
Affairs Office , Parent's
Association, and President's
Office, according to Keesey .
The Committee is a tradition
of the University campus.

You must be at least
a second semester
sophomore

P etI·t·100

o·eadt·1ne:

DURHAM BIKE

Petitions are available
ii1 the Student Senate Office
Room 130/MUB
862-1494
Fn"d ay M arc h 18

·b y noon

.
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NEW FROM

Arbgi

was best overall."
Some parents have to travel
long distances, and a morning
ceremony gives them more time
to relax after graduation and
still get home at a reasonable
hour, he said.
The Committee meets once a
week until all the plans for the
three university system
college's are finalized
according to Emell.
Emell is responsible for
starting and ending the
ceremony, orgainzing the
speakers on the commencement platform, and seating
students.
The Committee has five
student representatives
including Student Body

1983 Fuji Berkeley $190
1983 Treks Here Now!
3 New 18-speed Touring Models
1 New Triathalon Racing Bicycle
with very ·short wheel base
Stop and see all new mode/sHours: M-F 9-5
Sat. 10-4 . Savings on all 1982 Bicycles

le_
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ATTENTION:

\ Hot Crab 'N Swiss
I

, New Hampshir~

Mouth-watering Maryland Rock Crab Meat
Smothered With Melted Swiss Cheese.
Served On A Toasted Bun With Fresh,
Crisp Lettuce And A Touch Of
Mayonnaise. Sound Good?

International ·
Seminar

Just Wait Until
You Try It!
At The Durham
Arby's Now!

with Harold Malgren
at 4:00 PM today
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Coupon Expires March 15 . 1983
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from the Alumni Center to the
Kennebunk Room at the New
England Center.
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Sometimes·

(continued from page l)

Carroll, president of Students campaign, not only students at
For the University (SFU).
the University.
In addition to writing letters,
Before the SFU members
SFU, a council of the student and students travel to Concord
senate, is planning to travel to meet with representatives,
with a group of students to students will be ••very well ·
Concord, N.H. to visit their briefed" on the budget
. state legislators in person.
situation, said Carroll.
Information packets which
The trip is scheduled for after
tell students who their senators UN H's spring break.
are and their addresses are · 'tThey (SFU) hope to give the
legislators a student perspectbeing distributed to students.
S tu dents can pick up · ive," said Carroll.
information packets upstairs in
Interested students can
the Memorial Union Building contact SFU Chairperson
(MUB)orinthesenateofficein
room 130 in the MU B.
.. In-state students should be
findingoutwhotheirsenatoris
and write to them," said
Carroll.
'"If a student picks up a
packet and writes a Ietter,'~said
Carroll, ""he or she should feel
it's their responsibility to tell
five other students. Or as many
students as possible. It's that
"important," he added.
Out-of-state students are
asked to write to Senate
President Vesta Roy and
House Speaker John Tucker in
Concord.
The free information packets
contain addresses.
Carroll also encourages
parents to write letters to their
state representatives .
.. Parents are traditionally
voters and their voice has big
impact in Concord," said
Carroll.
Carroll added that students
across · the state should participate in the letter wFiting

Carroll or Legislative Liason ·
Jeff Gore at the student senate
office or call 862-1494.
"Students might have
noticed there has been more
communication and therefore
compromises between the
gover~or and the Trustees,"
said Carroll. However, we have
to remember we still have to
fight for our cause."
·
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BIOLOGICAL/PHYSICAL SCIENCES. ..

You're needed AH ouar the world.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why they are using their science major, minor, or aptitude in
health clinics and classrooms in Malaysia. Why do they use them in fish pond culture
projects and experimental farms in Western Samoa? They'll tell you their ingenuity and
flexibility are as important as their degrees. Ask them why Peace Corps is the toughest
job you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS
March 30--Film & info session in the Carroll Belknap Room,
7:00 - 9:00.
March 31--lnterviews .from 8:30 - 4:00, Career Planning. Info
only 9-4:00 Memorial Union Bldg.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LI~E

ROOM AND BOARD RATES
1983-84
ROOM TYPE
single room
double room
triple room
quad room
extended housing (lounge)

MEAL PLAN
Ian 609 meals available/acad. · ear
Ian 421 meals available/acad. ear

Rent Per Occupant
.f;,mester

Acad. Y,ar

$721
637

1,442
1,274
1,100
1,274
1,100

550
637

550

Semester

$530
496

Acad. Year

1,060
992

· These are PROPOSE_D room .and board rates and have NOT been approved by the
adminstrotion and the Boar_d of Trustees. Therefore, THEY ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE.
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868-2450

now ooan waakands
8 am-2:30 pm
Maple Syrup - Maple Cream - Candy Taffy
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-----RADIO----' counseling oriented, said
Fizz.
Each Sunday evening, Lois
Slavik, a psychiatrist at
Massachusetts General
Hospital and Boston's
Childrens Hospital in Boston
hosts the radio talk show.
During the program the
station will accept calls from
the public.
.. The program is fairly new to
' the station. It's about family '
problems and family lifestyles,"

*PAICAKES

Grant Program at UNH.
The grant was given to the
university by the National
Institute of Mental Health.
In 1970, the vi'olence
program started and the lab
was opened in 1979.
Finkelhor's doctorate
dissertation on sexually
victimized children was
published by The Free Press
and he has also published a
book entitiled, Up Against
American Myth.

HALIBUT STEAKS BRAZILIAN

With Pure Maple Syrup * All You Can Eat

, Sausage, Beverage
& Fruit Cocktail
1.75 Children 8 & Under

<continued from page 3)
said a WRKO representative.
Finkelhor said, .. People may .
be talking about their
experiences live."
"Alot of it is for public
education," said Finkelhor,
who has participated in radio
programs at WRKO in the
past.
Finkelhor recieved his Phd
at UN H in 1978. In addition to
his lab position, he is the
assistant director of the
Violence Research Training

$3.00 per adult

heat. Turn carefully and brush with
2 pounds halibut or other fish
remaining sauce. Broil 4 or 5 minsteaks .
utes longer, or until fish is done.
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Garnish with chopped parsley.
1 tablespoon instant coffee
¼ cup melted margarine or oil
Yield: 8 servings
1 teaspoon onion powder
Approx. cal/serv.: 220
chopped parsley
Heart Healthy Recipes are from the Third
Place fish steaks in shallow bak- Edition of the American Heart Association
ing dish. Dissolve coffee in lemon
Cookboo~. Copyright© 19_7~. 1975, 1979 b
·u 1·ce , add remaining
· · ·ingred'1ents, ex- the American Heart Assoc1at1on, Inc.
J
cept parsley, and-mix thoroughly.
Pour over fish and let stand 30 min..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ utes, turning once. Remove fish, ,. -:.

Heart
Healthy
Recipe

-•suaar-on Partusugar On Snow * All You Can Eat
Doughnut - Dill Pickles - Beverage

suaar Shack
Route 155 Epping, N.H.

t

re~erving the sa~ce, and broil 4 or 5
minutes about 3 inches from the

'

. Heart
Amer1can
AsSOCiafiOn .
.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

T

IT

•••
and win the
use of a new
Dodge. Shelby
Charger

and win
a trip to
Daytona
Beach.

and a $2,000

Enter the "Bump 'n Jump" video
game championship on campus at
the place and times listed below. If
you get the highest score in the
tournament, Dodge will fly you to
Daytona Beach for Spring Break
where you'll be a special participant
in the Collegiate Driving Championships.
Your 25¢ donation will go to a worthy charity
designated by the Student Organization that is
administrating the tournament.

scholarship.
If you are going to Daytona Beach for
Spring Break you can participate
in the 1983 C.Ollegiate Driving
Championships sanctioned by
the Sports C.ar aub of America
as a Solo II Rally. Dodge will
provide the Shelby Charger for
you to drive in the rally and each weekly winner will be
awarded the use of the car for one year and a $2,CXX>
scholarship. Valid student ID and drivers license
required.

Sponsor. Alpa Chi Omega
Games Room-MUB
Place
Date · March 10 thru March 15

Time

10:00 9,,,,m till 8:0Q_pm-

-----~-

=---

Daytona Beach Florida
Plaza Hotel
March 14-April 2, 9 am-7 pm

----:::::::=

1/:·

m
AMERICA'S

Win the use of a new Dodge Shelby Charger. Official car of the
Collegiate Driving Championships-March 14-April 2-Daytona Beach, Florida

DRIVING
MACHNES
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GET INVOLVED!!
Write for The New Hampshire

The UNH Glass
is Back!
This 16 ounce drinking glass,
handsomely embossed with the
University of New Hampshire Seal,
is available at the Durham

BURGER KING
while supplies last, order a
regular sized iced drink for 79cr,
and keep the glass.

--

.

~

BURGER

KING

~

re

2·

. OT LUCK DINNER:
FOR
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS
A good way to meet
peers and share experiences.
Bring something to share.
Bring friends and fam'tly.

., * 14KT gold

14KT gold c
* genuin
earrin

-❖ > *

DATE: Thurs. March 17th
TIME:
5:00 - 7:00
PLACE: Faculty Center Lounge
Garrison A venue
I

15%

15% Student Discount

15%

Present this coupon ru~ ·~cieve 15% off
the retail price on the ite. ..a of your choice ·

15%

~tmF

15%
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--ADVOCATE--

Sometimes

(continued from· page 3)
editors, the business manager, four years ago, her intention
and director of the Student was .. to create a vehicle to bring
Press. By a vote of 4 to 3, commuters closer to campus."
Gordon was elected the new
UNH · has a commuter
editor-in-chief.
population of about 6,000 and
••we have our own staff, our a paper like the Advocate
own identity,., Fauske said, serves an important function,
••and they chose someone from she said. •· The New Hampshire
·••11, ,.
outside the staff. I would have deals almost exclusively with
continued Rhonda's fight and on-campus students," Byam
pushed to keep the hard news said, "'But there's a life outside
aspect."
of Durham."
••Chris represents the view of
Since they share costs and
the newspaper and I represent equipment, Byam said the
f!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the view of the student
Press . and the Advocate are
magazine," Gordon said.
mu tally dependent. ··1t·s
The staff voted for Chris important that they maintain
MATH (MAJORS/MINORS/APTITUDE) ...
because they wanted change. their mutual business
The Student Press voted for me relationship. It's important to
because they wanted the conserve finances. They just
Commuter Advocate to remain never addressed the autonomy
a part of it," he said.
issue."
1 he Advocace editorial
.. Right now the director feels
Ask Peace Corps Math volunteers why their degrees are needed in the classrooms of the
board, according to Fauske, responsible and the editor feels
world's developing nations. Ask them why ingenuity and flexibility are as vital as
thinks the Student Press responsible," she said. ••Both
adapting to a different culture. they'll tell you their students know Math is the key to a
controls the Advocate too can't have the same amount of
much.
decision making. It might meet
solid future. And they'll tell you that Peace Corps adds up to a career experience full of
.. The Advocate should be the director's needs if the editor
rewards and accqmplishments. Ask them why Peace Corps is the toughest job you'll
free to follow its own policies. had sole responsibility. The
ever love.
The editors should make the director has other publications,

~~~~~~~~~~~.~l~~~t~~~J

Rain Isn't Fun.

You're needed AH ouer the world.

decisions."
and the editor needs the
According to Brooks, the decision making power."
Advocate staff '"doesn't have an - - - - - - - - - - overview of what the Student
Press is abo·u t."
Whether the Advocate is a
March 30 - Film & Info session in the Carroll Belknap Room,
newspaper or a newsmagazme,
said Martha Byam, assistant
7:00 - 9:00.
dean of students, both sides
American Heart
have to step back and examine
March 31 - Interviews from 8:30- 4:00, Career Planning. Info
the original goals.
Association
only 9-4:00 Memorial Union Bldg.
When Byam started the
. . - ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - ' Commuter Advocate through WE'RE FIGHTING FORYOUR LIFE
the Commuter-Transfer center.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

PEACE CORPS

St. Patrick's Day
Celebration at Nicks

Your gift can make
a difference.

4-

___ lllildtrn& Crails
Pettee Brook Lane
·. Durham.New Hampshire 03824

March 17th·
Opening at 7:00 am 'til legal closing

Dining Room
Breakfast: ·1-11 am
featuring Egg McMatty's
Lunch: 11 :3_0-2:00 pm
Irish Stew
Dinner: 5-8:30
Corn Beef and Cabbage

40o/o OFF

ALL SKI EQUIPMENT
CROSS COUNTRY

SKI PACKAGE
$69.50

Regular 8139.00

Lounge
Feature Green Beer and Specials on
Irish Drinks
Scorpios II opens at 12:00 noon
Paradise opens 7:00 pm or earlier

COME DOWN AND HELP US
CELEBRATE THE WEARING

40o/o OFF
SKI PARKAS
We are selling our complete cross country rental
stock! ~
$49.00 Complete Package
( skis, hoots, poles, bindings)

!ei/J..t_rnt55 [rili/5
Ou_
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------------MASH-------------This is exactly the idea
behind M*A*S*H.
Outside the war zone,
Corporal Radar O'Reilly's
teddy bear fetish, Corporal
Klinger's female wardrobe, and
Pierce and Hunnicut's pranks
would be labeled distinctly
abnormal.
"Under those conditions,
you got to find·-some sort of
diversion," said Bevard,
snapping an elastic which was
wound around his cigarette
lighter.
According to Bevard, the
booze, practical jokes and
daydreaming of the M* A*S*H
characters were very typical of
!ife in the units he worked in.

But as he became aware of
the pressure they were under,
( 13 hour workdays, 6 to 7 day
weeks), he became like them.
"It was anything for a
laugh," says Bevard, too
embarrassed to go into morbid
specifics.
Hawkeye Pierce's pranks
were very realistic, although
exaggerated in their frequency,
according to Bevard.
Reminided of a particularly
Pierce-ian gag, Bevard looked
down at his round belly and
began to chuckle.
"In Japan we had a guy come
in from Vietnam who was a
royal pain-in-the-ass," he said.
This man was lightly hit by

The diversions were sanity-

schrapnel, but was "crying and

bitching and complaining."
At the same time, a triple
amputee came in, whom
Bevard described with
admiration.
"He was damn happy to be
alive," he said. "This guy was
actually , laughing before the
(wound-cleaning) was over. It
was always the worst ones that
were able to laugh."
The staff decided something
must be done to quiet the
complainer's whines.
Beva-rd broke up in a fit of
laughter before choking out the
words," ... we put a body cast on
him! We let him lay in that
sucker for three weeks!"
The writers of M*A*S*H
claimed that 60 percent of the
show's plots were taken from
real life occurrences.
Bevard agrees there was
more truth than fiction to

guarding devices. · _
"All that crap that Klinger
came up with," said Bevard,
waving one flannel-clad arm in
the air, "That's what
M*A*S*H is all about."
M*A*S*H often reminded
Bevard of war-time tragedies,
but he says it doesn't- bother
him.
For this independent- NH
traditionalist, there is a
difference bet ween thinking
about the past and dwelling on
it.
"You can't think about it all .
the time or you'd end up in
Ward 8," he said, smiling a
somewhat toothless grin.
The first time he worked in
the receiving hospital in Japan
during the Vietnam war,
Bevard says he found the staffs
humor "weird and out of
place."

<continued from page 2)
M*A*S*H.

But he has kept track of
Little Bop, a Vietnam pal from
'69 who is now a preacher in
Caribou, Maine.
"He weighed in at 130 lbs.
soaking wet," said Bevard.
They used to "raise hell
together" before Little bop got
caught in a direct hit on a
volunteer mission in which 16
companions were killed, said
Bevard.
Bevard said he received word
that Little Bop was "completely
peppered" and his chances of
living were slim.
Nine months later, the two
buddies ran into each other in
the mess hall at a Massachusetts Naval Hospitai where

Little Bop told him that he'd
made a pledge to serve God if
"J.C. pulled him through," but
Bevard was skeptical.
A few summers ago, he went
to Caribou where Little Bop
had told him he'd be living.
"I asked if they have little
preacher runnin' around there
who didn't see too good," said
Bevard. •• And sure enough, he
was there!"
Bevard, who isn't a churchgoer, said he made a special
point to attend one of Preacher
Bop's services.
"He's one of the best damn
preachers I've ever heard," he
says, tapping his lighter
defiantly on the table. How

A navy corpman ~Yhom he

Dev-a rd wa.:, n;;covc1 ing f101u a

abuut a ::,piuuff witlt Hawkt:yt

admired found solace in the
bottle, yet amazed Bevard with
his surgical skill.
"'I seen him cut right into a
person and tie off arteries. A
corpman isn7t supposed to do
it, but he done it," Bevard said.
"Unfortunately, he was
always in trouble. His diversion
was getting into trouble, so he'd
have something else to think
about."
Avid M*A*S*H fans
wonder if Pierce and Hunnicut
will ever carry out their plans to
reunite which were made in
M*A*S*H's 2 and-a-half hour
concluding episode last
Monday.
Bevard said he doesn't see
many of the men he fought with
in Korea.
Many were killed, some were
reduced to bums, and other
never kept in touch, _h~ s~id.

leg wound.
··1 see this guy with his neck
all turned and piece of
cardboard over one eye,
cripping along," Bevard said,
hunching in imitation. "Well, it
was like a reunion."

Pierce in the pulpit?
Stay tuned , M*A*S*H fans.

.. All the things they used to
pull on Winchester," he says.
"'They're there - every outfit's
got'em!"
One M* A*S*H discrepancy
Bevard noted, however, was
the show's portrayal of ·
wounded men being sent back
to the front by guilt-ridden •
doctors.
In most cases, Bevard says,
the wounded men were shipped
back to the United States.
Just as it was epitomized by
the still in Pierce and
H unnicut's tent, Bevard - said
booze was one of the chief
diversions from wartime
pressures.

Come To

for SWEATS
and recieve
a FREE!
IMPRINT

l'lJl.1.0\113f
l·IOCI) .

IITERESTED

50% creslan 50% cotton in
fashion colors ... lilac, pink,
mint, yell9w, light blue,
navy, white, and
gunmetal grey
MENS: S,M,L,XL
LADIES : S,M,L

in

$13.95

BUSIIESS?
Pink, white, navy, grey

If you are currently a freshman or a sophomore and are
seriously interested in gaining valu_able business
experience, then th is position is for YOU I

$10.95

The New Hampshire is currently accepting applications for
the paid position of Assistant Business Manager. The
individual hired will serve in this capacity for the
remainder of the Spring Semester as well as the 1983-84
academic year.

Lilac, pink, light blue,
mint, navy, white, and
gunmetal grey
MENS: S,M,L,XL
LADIES : S,M,L

$10.95

'

For more information or an
application come to The
New Hampshire Business
and Advertising office,
Room 108, Memorial
Union Building.
-

- ,~-

~-

~..-:.-

Deadline for applying:
Monday, March 14

Downtown Durham
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LOTTERY----- --DWORKIN--( continued from page l)

changed the lohery so that it wanted to see it through next dorm life that · are getting
would pull only next year's year. Now all I've worked for cheated."
juniors and seniors.
could be shot down," Lewis
Hetzel Hall junior, Todd
.. During the week before the said.
Bullen was successful in the
lottery, there were no appeals
Hubbard resident and lottery. "I guess I was .pretty
or exceptions mentioned," sophomore Anne Cormier was lucky," he said. ..I could've
Burns said. "People were also denied housing ... There's afforded living off campus, but
originally told this lottery not much I can do about it," not the pressure involved in
would be totally random for Cormier said ... I wanted to stay finding an apartment -a nd
next year's sophomores, because of the atmosphere, and everything else."
juniors, and seniors. It isn't. , to be around students I know,
Students who wish to appeal
And I have a problem with students my own age. With the denials for housing should
that. I know of freshmen who help of my parents, I should be contact Residential Life by
felt they wouldn't be able to get able to afford off campus Wednesday, March 16.
on campus housing, and did living, and I'm luckier than
"We want to get through the
not apply for a room. most because I have a car."..
appeals and notify people of
Freshmen, however, were
"I don't have time to go back our decisions by Friday, before
exempted on Monday from and forth to campus. I don't Spring vacation," Bischoff
this lottery."
have the money. I don't have said.
Bischoff said that the 225 the transportation," Lewis
students will be put on a said."I have a job at Philbrook.
priority list for housing that is If I have to live off campus, I
wun·t be able to work that
abo c ornplctcly 1c1rn.Jurn.
Junior Val Lewis, president much."
of Williamson Hall, did not get
Lewis said she thought there
housing for next year.
·
should be some kind of a merit
''This is my third year at lottery system. "Get the people
Williamson. As president of the who are repeatedly trashing the WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
dorm this year, I've built dorm dorms and making trouble, and
government up to where people kick them out. It's the people
are really getting involved. I who are really interested in

·******

American Heart
Association

**

(continued from page 1)

1nvoived m pornography or
prostitution were victims of
incest or ··amateur" porn
operations as children, she
said.
Laws that legalize or make
prostitution a crime make it
difficult .for a woman to ever
get out of"the life" once she's in
it, Dworkin said.
Tracing the _ ori_gin of
pornography back to 5 B.C.,
Dworkin said the word literally
translates from Greek as "the
graphic depiction of whores."
The .. porneia" were the
cheapest, least regarded class of
whore in ancient Greek society,
according to the Bennington
College graduate.
She likened pornography to

of women's sexuality by men
through rape and prostitution.
She said men appropriated
th_e sexuality of women
through the earliest forms of
marriage: rape (the abduction
of wives) and prostitution (the
buying of wives).
Men have argued theologically and biologically, she said,
that women.exist to "be fucked
and have babies."
.. Because our sexuality has
been stolen, it can be sold,"
Dworkin to.Id a captivated
crowd. "It can be represented
pictorially and sold."

Although she said she finds
little aesthetic value in the
ancient Greek depictions of
women . Dworkin called the
ancient democracy in their
mutual exclusion of women pornographic photographing
from society, but noted that of real women "despicable."
"It is important to note that
pornography continues to
men
have not . found it
exclude women by depicting ·
necessary to make the
their sexuality as "sluttish."
Dworkin , dressed in worn distinction between drawing on
overalls and a t-shirt, stressed the one hand and the using of
her theory that pornography is real women on the other," she
the direct result of the stealing said.
Dworkin called for the
"visceral recognition" that
humans should not tolerate
pornography's "tying and
hanging and chaining and
bruising and beating of
women."
Her sarcastic tone drawing
laughter from the crowd,
Dworkin said men's reasons for
supporting the $8 billion dollar
porn ·industry are entertainment, fun, expression, sex,
pleasure and "because the
women want it (sex)."

JUST WHAT
YOU'VE
BEEN WAITINO FOR
STUDENT
ACTIVITIES
PRESENTS

·SPRING
TRAINING

"Pornography does not exist
for something as vague as
sexual arousal," Dworkin said.
"It exists to effect penile
erection. That is it."
Quoting the Oct. 1980 issue
of Folio, she listed Playboy,

11 '

Penthouse.

IN
THE
MUB

FRIDAY
MARCH 11th
8pm-12am •·❖::::::::::•:•:-:,
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According to Dworkin,
respected males, including
doctors, lawyers, writers, and
judges, have perpetuated the
belief that women have "a
voracious appetite" for sex.
They have consumed porn in
secret for centuries, she said.
"Men believe the porn,
which is the hardest thing for
women to understand,"
Dworkin said.
Pornography symbolizes the
penis as a weapon of male
conquest, she said, citing every
example from a sword to a
cattle prod.

Oui,

Gallery

(owned by F . Lee Bailey,
prestigious lawyer), Scientific
American, and Hustler as the
magazines with the greatest
overseas newsstand sales.
Although the expansive porn
industry includes film loops,
mail order material, child porn,
and men's entertainment
magazines, Dworkin attributed
the doubling of the industry
since 1978 to technological
advances in Cable television
and video, which bring p~rn
into the home.
There was angry shouting by
some men when Dworkin
abruptly ended the discussion
• period without calling on any
men who had raised their
hands.
Kathleen Jarvinen, of the
UNH Women's Center, said
she was glad to see so many
men at the lecture because
"that's who Andrea was
directing her talk at."

'
I
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WILDCAT

HOCKEY FANSI
The btaaest aartu ol the uear ts at the
Fran1111n Ballroom on st. Patrick's
Dau.we're

starting early - 6 A.M. and the good times will roll for 19 ·
rocking hours till 1 A.M. the next day.
Live music by THE LINES starts at ·

Couldn't Get To The Garden
To -See UNH
In THE PLAYOFFS?
Then tune in to

8:30 P.M. $50 Loprechaun look alike

contest. But the best music, dancing,
the best party on St. Patrick's Day
starts at 6 A.M.
Food provided by Humphrey's Deli. Green
beer, hats, noise makers etc ...

MOVIE: 13-16 Godfather

Ed and Brian will bring
you all the action Friday at 5:45
and Saturday if they win,
on WUNH ...

~

*

*
-■

F RAN K L I N
A L 1· R 0 0 M

THE WINNING TEAM.!

*

13 Jenkins Court* Durham, NH 03824 * 603-868-5164

The New Hampshire
. is now accepting applications for the following
·
positions:
-

.-

Editor
News Editor (2)
Managing Editor

-

"'
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-

THE TIME. OF YOUR LIFE:
6 A.ffl.

•

Sports Editor
Features Editor
Photo Editor
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Editorial
-

.

The·way to
University officials and faculty have the
right idea in using UNH's resources to help
promote business in New Hampshire.
The ways the University can help the
growing state are many. Chancellor Kasper
Marking has said one way he plans to promote
the University System is to help New
Hampshire political and business leaders with
economic planning. UNH and the other
colleges in the system - their students, faculty
and facilities - will play a large role in such a

•
Will

New ·Hampshire

project.
A . statistical formula developed by an
associate professor and a former graduate
student at UNH can now help rural New
Hampshire towns predict industrial growth.
The two studied 221 New Hampshire towns
last year; their research gave them infor·m ation
about rural industrialization in New
Hampshire and a procedure by which states
and towns can address their industry potential.
That, indeed, is the kind of information

people in New Hampshire are looking for,
especially while under the leadership of those
who oppose a sales or income tax. New
Hampshire has long boasted its resources for
industry and enjoys the financial benefits of
having industry here, in towns as well as cities.
The University System is full of resources for
planning and aiding economic growth for the
financially tight state. There's no better way for
the system to improve its image within New
Hampshire than to share those resources.

Letters
Marking
To the Editor:
Just a word of appreciation for
your interview with me published
in The New Hampshire last week.
A point, however, needs to be
clarified.
You correctly reported that the
University System Trustees do not
favor a · line-item appropriation
from the state, nor do I. This issue
is so important that we must be
_
very clear about it.
Receiving an allocation from
the state in line-:-item form means
that the institutions and the
Trustees virtually become locked
in to a plan of expenditure, even
though circumstances may later
demand changes in the
expenditure pattern. Adjustments
may be permitted but only after
review and prior approval from the
executive branch of state
government.
At the present time. the Trustees,
can deviate from the budget plan
and change expenditure patterns
when they deem it wise. The
flexibility in that arrangement is
vital and works very well. The
University System has been able to
operate effectively even though
our fiscal resources have been
severely limited. Indeed.
consultants tell us that we are well
ahead of state government with
respect to certain budgetary and
personnel efficiencies. Our
contention is that this is possible
only because the Trustees have the
measure of flexibility the present
arrangement permits.
However. to argue against a
line-item appropriation approach in other words a prior approval
approach - is not to argue that we
are not obliged to inform both the
legislature and the executive
branch of governments as to our
expenditure decisions. Actually
there arc several mechanisms in
place for doing precisely that:
Each page of the USN H
Biennial Budget Request includes
data regarding "source of funds"
(federal. state or other) as well as
number of personnel positions

Abortion
involved in that category of
institutional expenditure - the
same information asked of state
agencies.
The Turstecs provide
legisla ti vc committees with
detailed breakdowns of income
and expenditures ( in line-item) and
explain these details during·
iengthy hearings before the House
Education, Appropriations and
Senate Finance committees.
- Annual operating budgets for
each USN H unit are filed with the
Leg1slativ~ Budget Assistant. the
State Comptroller and the
Governor upon adoption by the
Board of Trustees - and arc
~vailablc for review by legislative
committees for individual
legislators.
Also filed is the USN H
Annual Financial Report which
. provides detailed information for
,comparison of actual vs. budgeted
income and expenditures in any
given fiscal year. Every year. the
Universtiy System prepares this
audit<;d financial report which
gives a clear. precise accounting of
all USN H dollars.
Again. I appreciate your time
and the opportunity to speak with
you last week.
Kasper C. Marking
Chancellor
University System of New
Hampshire

Response
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to a
letter written by Douglas Wheeler.
a letter which attacked me
personally.
First of all, Mr. Wheeler did not
have the courtesy to inform me of
his objections to my story in The
New Hampshire on the new
International Perpectives major

Writing letters to the Editor
Lellers to the Editorfur puhlicatiun in The New Hampshire must
he signed and nu lunger than two pages 1yped, duuhle spaced.
Letters may he hruught lO Roam 151 in the MUB ur mailed IO:
Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 15/, MUB, UNH, Durham, NH
03824.

that he is trying to form. Instead of
confronting me openly. he chose to
use this paper to publicly air his
grievances.
Two of his complaints were
completely out of my control. The
heading for my article. (New
history major in the works) was
written by an editor. Reporters
never title their own articles. I
could have explained this to Mr.
Wheeler had I been given the
chance.
On the issue of deadline, the
newspaper also holds power over
what gets printed and when. My
article had a Monday deadline on
it and it was finished by deadline.
for Tuesday's paper. The decision
to hold it until the Friday edition
was the editor's, due to a lack of
space. and was valid. If Mr.
Wheeler had a problem with not
seeing it in Tuesday's paper. he
should have called The New
Hampshire or myself and it
would've been expl~ined to him.
Wheeler also complained about
my calling him on a Saturday for
the interview. I asked if we could
meet on Monday and he refused.
His request that I submit written
questions and then wait for him to
reply was impossible. so he
consented to talk over the phone.
If the chairman of a program, such
as this new major, cannot express
what that program is about over
the phone, it is not the fault of the
reporter. We spent 15 minutes on
the phone. and whatever he said in ·
reply to my questions I wrote into
my notes as quotations directly
from him. If he felt that the
interview was too brief. or if he felt
too disorganized over the phone.
then he should not have granted
the interview.
Thus I have had charges of
incompetence and of misquoting
brought against me based on
circumstance beyond my control.
and on what Mr. Wheeler felt was
a hasty interview. Such charges are
serious and should be well thought
of before being levelled at
someone. At best. such
accusations should always be
tested to be sure that they are true.
Jeff Wescott

To the Editor:
On the issue iif abortion,
reference Rosemary Gardner's
letter, I submit the following
comments by Og Mandino. author
and lecturer. taken from "The God
Memorandum."
" ... you ·a re the rarest thing in the
world.
From your father. in his
moment of supreme love. tlowed
countless seeds of love, more than
four hundred million in number.
All of them as they swam within
your mother. gave up the ghost
and died. All except one!
You.
You alone persevered within the
loving warmth of your mother's
body. searching for your other
half. a single cell from your mother
so small that more than two
million would be necessary to fill
an acorn shell. Yet, despite
impossible odds. in that vast ocean
of darkness and disaster, you
persevered. found that infinitesmal
cell. joined with it. and began a
new life. Your life.

With all the combinations at my
. command. beginning with that
single sperm from your fatJter's
four hundred million, through the
hundreds of genes in each of the
chromosomes from your mother
and father, f could have created
three hundred thousand billion
humans. each different from the
other ..
But who did I bring forth?
du! One of a kind. Rarest of
the rare. A pricless treasure.
possessed of qualities in mind and speech and movement and
appearance and actions as no other
who has ever lived. lives. or shall
live."
After such a courageous
beginning. you are wiped-out or
wasted. as they say. We shall never
know the gift of you.No one wants
to be a victim. especially a new bud
of human life.
I am all for womens rights. but
do we really win anything with
raging silent rivers of the blood of
these tiny victims'? When will we
learn that we have been given the
greatest gift of all--life--and the
ability to create life .
Abortion is much more than a
"complex issue" as stated by
Rosemary Gardner. it's murder of
the most heinous kind. Betty Cristopher
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University Forum
The importance of learning a foreig~ · language_
By Brian Miller
In the European countries, perhaps
the most impressive characteristic that
I found common to all the people was
the fact that each one since childhood
had been taught a foreign language.
For the Europeans it is almost a
necessity to have two if not three
languages

to

simply

be

able

In every field of business, politics, etc., the

ne~d .to know a foreign language and the
need to know

to

understand each other for they have so
much contact with each other.
In the United States this contact is
growing. In every field of business,
politics, etc. the need to know a foreign
language and the need to be able to
understand someone else's culture has
become much more evident. It is
· especially evident to the politician who
is seeking. for example. the Hispanic
vote. There would be much more of an
impression made on the people if his
speech was presented in Spanish than
if it wa~ presented in English. Many of
the more successful politicians, Jimmy
·Carter for example, have been able to
present themselves clearly to speakers
of other languages not only for the
reason that they could speak their
lan·g mig(but also bec~~e_they could_

yocabu.lary alone are striking,
therefore making it a lot easier to pick
up a second language. But apart from
that, when one exposes oneself to
another language in effect they are
learning to have a critical eye and an
understanding that perhaps this other
language puts across a certain
meaning alot more effectively than my
native language. By understanding
someone else's
this one can greater appreciate another
culture and its people.
Understanding people is what
today's communication world needs
the most. The basis of this
understanding comes through
like .riding a bicycle - once you learn
communicating effectively and to
you'll never forget. Even after many
become more effective, more people
years of ·not being exposed to the
have to become involved. Many of the
language one can still understand, for
problems today facing each individual
the most part, what is being put across
are on a global scale and to best deal
in a book for example. Or even in a
with and eventually solve these
movie one can catch the main idea of
problems, communication_has to take ·
what is being said. In other words a
place. For once the talking process has
second language is something that will
started the reasoning process has
stay with you - especially if you
started and these processes can only
continually expose yourself to it.
eventually lead to a solution everyone
Learning a foreign language also · can deal with.
enables one to get a better idea of
his / her native language. With some
Brian Miller is a senior who spent last
fan~uages the similarities in
year studying in Valencia, Spain.

culture has become much more evident
understand what the people were like.
Knowing a se~ond language doesn't
just entail the learning of writing,
grammar, speech, etc. but also takes in
many other aspects. These aspects
include getting to know the people what they're like, what it's like where
they live, and perhaps why they behave
like they do. One can get a sense of
these things by attending a geography
class but that only goes so far-to really
be in the know about a certain people
one needs to be able to communicate
with them.
Learning a second language is much

Letters
Mini-skirts

Blake Cerullo

To the Editor:
Censorship takes many forms. If
any censorship is going on in the
current "mini-skirt caper." it is
more likely the attempt to silence
Janet Jacobson. The form is l-Q
declare her voice irrelevant.
-insignificant. and damagin~ to the
women's movement. I notice that
Jeff Onorc's decisions are not
questioned. but that Jacobson's
opinions arc.
·
If Jacobson's message were
trivial. it would not provoke such
outrage. We would all just laugh
and read on . But many of us are
not laughing. and arc appreciative
of Jacobson's efforts to present a
feminist perspective on campus
events. Keep thinking and writing.
Janet!
Cathryn Adamsky
Coordinator Women's Studies

•
To the Editor:
Congratulations to Jeff Onore
for banning the mini-skirt contest
and to Janet Jacobsen for putting
the contest into historical and
sociological perspective. For those
who weren't willing to follow
Janet's reasoning. I think
objections to the contest can be put
rather simply: it is a form of
prostitution. In effect. the contest
organizers say to women: we •will
pay you to titillate us by showing
us more leg than anyone else.
Prostitution may have a place in
o..ur society (that's another issue).
but the University should not be
condoning it.
Brock Dethier

• • •
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Letters
T.V.
Some of the onerous effccts of
Dworkin's theories should be
spelled out. First of all. h~r
insinuation that all men worshLp
To the Editor:
violence is simply garbage! It is an
Yes, Bill (Carey) let's talk about
opinion which is totally
elitists for a minute. Let's talk
unjustifiable. Her attempt_ to make
about _that elite group of people
all women seem as sex obJects and
who are white, male, and Christian
playthings also. lacks a~y
that support the status quo yet
assemblage of reality. Dworkin
refuse to acknowledge any validity
implies that women are led ~s
to the oppression of those of us
"cattle" into pornography. This
who are black or Jewish or female.
would mean that women have
When a brave soi.ii does speak out - absolutely no will of their own. It
against this oppression, she is
should be obvious to anyone who
chastised and attacked. Janet
supports a minimal intelligence
(Jacobson) spoke out against using
that women arc anything but weak
women's bodies as a marketing
willed! I don't even have to go into technique for a program. In your
the fact that men arc involved in
blind support of this cultural
pornographic . areas_ such as
norm, sweet ~a, you seemed to
Playgirl Magazine. It 1s no secr~t
have been confused in thinking
that male strip shows abound m
that Janet is against women who
many locations. Why did "Wonder
wear mini-skirts. Perhaps I can
Woman" fail to mention this'!
clear this misconception up for
Dworkin's ideals totally
you. I am a close friend of Janet's.
jeopardize the family structure as
an ardent femisist AND a frequent
we now know it. To imply that all
wearer of these illustruious miniwives arc abused and controlled by
skirts. Can this be true, you ask?
their husbands solcy for the
Let me reply with a hearty "fer sur.
purpose of reproduction is insane!
fer sur." And for the record. Bill, I
Her continued attempts to blame
shave my legs and wear a bra
the woes of the world on men can
(while at the same time) work for
only be concluded as an endeavor
the Women's Center. Keep it under
to end female association with the
your hat but some of us fer_ninists
male gender. Should all men 1?e
have been known to paint an
killed or just castrated'? Dworkin
occasionaf toena1f or two.
even .added the Catholic Church to
And to answer your question as
her list of "women rapers."
to how many others support Janet
_ To say that some women a~c
- we support her in hoards and
exploited by some men 1s
droves, over hill and dale. 'till
acceptable. However. to state th~t
death do us part. Men and women
all women are pillaged by all men 1s
feminists alike are working to raise
simply ludicrous. The inferences
the status of women in every state
made by this woman arc that all
of this beautiful cottntry oCours,
females should either become
Amenca - the land of the free and
celebatc or rise to the plateau of
the brave. We are working to
lesbianism. Although many men
change the situation of acceptance
civily attended Miss Dworkin 's
towards that exploitation of
presentation. she most unprofeswomen's bodies as promotio_nal
sionally failed to recognize all
gimicks. in any form, to any
males during the question and
degree. So the next time you feel
answer period. Howcvc~·- she_ was
the urge to stick your foot in your
able to field nine questions from
mouth. come done to the Women's
the females in the audience. In
Center and perhaps we can help
ending. although I hate to. I
out.
submit two questions. First, how
Sharon O'Connor
long will the community of UNH
Women's Center
have to be inundated with the
minority view points of the
Women's Center? Secondly, why
should the male students of UNH
help to pay for an organization
(through the student activity fee)
that seems to employ so much
hatred toward them?
To the Editor:
Gary Carpenter
The amount of coverage given to
the so called "freedom fighters" of
the Women's Center has gotten
sickening to say the least. The
latest manifestation of this crusade
to crucify all men reared its ugly
head in Andrea Dworkin's
To the Editor:
presentation on Monday, March
I would like everyone to take a
7. I attended this meet:ng with an
few minutes to think about the
open mind. but within minutes I
effect of a nuclear detonation in
was completely disillusioned by
this area. In the event of a nuclear
her obviously odious opinions of
cxhange between the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R .. it is possible that a one
the male gender.
.
.
Although I agree with M 1~s
megaton nuclear warhead would
Dworkin that pornography 1s
be detonated over Pease Air Force
useless trash. our concordance
Base. This is a warhead n10n: than
ends there. Her facts were as scanty
50 times more powerful than the
as the dresses on "the "helpless
bomb exploded over Hiroshima in
whores" who she
sympathizes
1945. The Soviet Union has O\'CI'
with. Although I do have
7000 warheads in the range from
sympathy for prostitutes. I feel
0.8 to 1.5 megatons. according to
that it- is outlandish to state that
the Office of Technology
they arc all forced to walk the
Assessment\ 'The Effects of
streets. If I may be so bold. I would
Nuclear War' ( 1977).
submit that numerous prostitutes.
If this one megaton warhead
and pornography "stars" as well.
were detonated 8.000 feet above
enjoy their occupations. In fac~.
the center of Pease Air Base. all
just two weeks ago on Phil
buildings within a radius of four
Donahue. two very well known
and a half miles would be
women involved in pornographic
flattened. This includes downtown
films stated that they loved their
Portsmouth. Newington.
jobs. I find it hard to believe that
Greenland. and Kittery. As far
Playboy Bunnies who can earn up
away as ten miles- reaching to
to$ I 00,000 posing nude are forced
Dover. Durham. Newmarket.
to do so. While Dworkin blurted
York. Lee. Madbury. Eliot. North
out her facts on the rise of
Hampton. and parts of Exeter and
poronography. no doubt due to a
Hampton- g.la!-.s and other sharp
male plan aimed at further . objech would be hurled at lethal
"ravaging
women. s_hc
velocities by the blast. The bomb
unfortunately failed to mention
would create a fireball over one
the growing number who ~re now
mile in diameter that would burn
subscribing to pornographic cable
for ten !-.Cconds. Anyone caught

Mini-skirts

Dworkin

Nuclear danger

know there is a shortage of dorm
outside within nim.: mile!-. of Pease
space, and a l~ck of m_oney to b~ild
would receive third degree burns
new dorms with. In light of this. I
and probably die. Highly
flammable material within nine · think that dorms should be rented
according to need. Incoming
and a half miles would ignite.
freshmen. who can benefit from
There would be fires throughout
the support and convenience of
this 280 square mile area. and these
dorm life more than any other
fires would coalesce · into a huge
group of students. deserve first
firestorm . This firestorm would
priority in obtaining dorm room~.
use up most of the oxygen in the
Foreign students should have the
area. so those people who had
option of living in the
taken shelter. if they were not
International House. Guaranteebaked by the heat. wou Id
ing on-campus housing for 8
suffocate·. · The Portsmouth
semesters or limiting the number
Hospital would be dest_roye~.
of incoming Freshmen so you can
Wentworth-Douglas Hospital m
keep your dorm room smacks of
Dover. York Hospital and Exeter
elitism.
Hospital would all suffer damage.
Assuming the "worst" happens.
as well as be in the circle of fire.
and you don_'t get anoth~r onThey would be inaccessible to most
campus lease. 1t really doesn t have
who needed their sernccs. 1hose
to be the end of the world. It
people in the area who sur\'i,·ed the
certainly won't mean the end of
initiat destruction would prob.1bly
anyone's UNH career. unless they
be seriously injun:d. They would
want it to. The housing market is
not be able to recei,e medical
pretty good. and the Commuter, attention and v. ould agonize until
Transfer center is incredibly
they recovered or died.
supportive and helpful. If you shop
In the cn.:nt of an attack. Pease
around you can often live cheaper
would probably be hit v.ith se\·eral
off campus than you can on. I
warheads. and the Portsmouth
know I do, and I think I live quite
Naval Shipyard would also be
well.
targeted. There is no dcf~nse
What I find most irritating
against the missiles that delner
about your article is that you
these warheads once they arc
obviously know the University is
launched. There is a defense now.
strapped for money. and can't
though. and that is to work
afford to build new dorms. but you
towards arms reduction. The first
seem to be unwilling to bear any
step could be a bilateral. ,erifiablc
inconvienence to help out. Moving
nuckar arms freeze. I urge
off compus could be a great
everyone to support nuclear arms
experience for you. You may start
frce1e resolutions on the national.
thinking beyond your own needs.
state. and local le\cl. Congress will
Michael Felber
vote on a f1-ce1e resolution this
year. the New Hampshire
Legislature is currently
considering a free1e resolution. To the Editor:
A lot of students seem to be
and a resolution is on many of the
town meeting warrants around the upset with this little "Housing
Lottery" that Residential . Lire
state this March.
Stephen Frolking director Bischoff is sponsoring in
order to brighten up the otherwise
dull lives of winter-blues-stricken
students. We. for one. heartily
endorse its effort to infuse the
spirit of sportsmanship into what
would otherwise be a colorless
game of chance.
To the Editor:
However. in an effort to
My heart didn't exactly bleed for ameliorate the dull-minded. timid
you (Bob Arsenault) after reading fuddy duddies of this campus. we
your column in University Forum. w.o u Id I i k e t o pro p o s e a n
What did upset me was the fact the alternative: Residential Housing
The New Hampshire printed such Bingo.
a sarcastic, overblown, and poorly
Consider this: the entire campus
thought out article in the Forum is gathered in the Granite State
section.
...
room of the MU B. The air is tense
Besides your pointless references with excitement. Voices strain to
to Evelyn Handler's mansion and
be heard over the din of thousands
to commuting from Wichita Falls.
of happy students. anxiously
your reasoning seemed warped.
awaiting the chance to go one on
Since there are more women than
one with lady luck.
men at UN H. you say, then "by
"Luck". perhaps, is not a good
economic ncccessity their needs
word. Unlike a crass lottery. this
will be catered to first." Then you game would not be gambling. It
go on to quote a friend as saying would be a game of ·chance and
"It's as if we had paid for an ocean
skill. · much like registering for
cruise. and halfway between
classes. or petitioning to drop after
California and Hawai:. the captain the deadline. And it would not bea
found a higher paying customer selfish endeavour: it would have
and threw me off the ship. Come
some genuine benefits.
off it. guys.
For example. revenus could be
First of all. the fact that the generated by charging an
dorms arc full every year shows admission fee at the door. And by
that Residential Life doesn't have
not limiting it to students. (a larger
to "cater" to anyone first.
cross section of the area could be
Secondly. women pay the same
brought in). all of them w_ith
fees as men, so they arc not "higher
money in their pockets.
paying customers." I can't imagine
The funds could be used for
that Residential Life will profit
many noble endeavours such as:
from converting your tloor to a
--Printing a new copy of the
women's floor. and you gave no
Alumnus Magazine.
evidence to show they will. That is
--A new lawn for Residential
irresponsible journalism. Bob.
Life Officers.
You and your friends also seem
--Partial payment of a
to think that Residential Life owes
rnanditory Health Insurance fee.
you "sccuritf' in exchange for
The game clement. along with
your rent money. At least. you say,
these .obvious benefits. would
th~y should buy you a Kari Yan
assuage any bitterness on the part
pass if you have to move off
of the unluck losers. They will
campus. Residential life is not your leave the campus satisfied they will
surrogate parent. Bob. You signed
be helping the entire student ~ody
a lease with them. remember'!
by their sacrifice. Also. they will be
Beyond the duration of that lease
able to take comfort in the
they owe you nothing.
knowledge that they will soon be
I don't know whether or not the
stimulating growth in depressed
University needs more women's
areas such as Newmarket. Lee.and
dorm floors ( maybe a more
Epping.
constructive column could be
Jo-hn Brock
written on that 4ucstion). I do
Steve Lindsay

•

Lottery

Women's hockey
To the Editor:
As members of the Women's Ice
Hockey Team we would like to
con very our disappointment in the
lack of credit and support we
receive for our accomplishments.
Everyone seems to think winning
comes so easily. well who can
blame them when all they read
about is who scored and who
assisted. Boring and unimaginitive! The articles written about our
achievements barely reflect the
effort and pains we endure to be
numher one
In ThP NPw
Hampshire you may have noticed
we won the EAIA W Championships for the fourth year in a row.
That , is an accomplishment
unparalled in any UN H varsity
sport and the only recognition we
received was a vague article of facts
sprinkled with several quotes and
an outdated photo of the wrong
player! How can we express our
need to be supported and cheered
for when we get no press for our
success?
Please come and see for yourself
that we work hard for every game
and modestly accept the rewards
for our victories. Our last game is
Sunday at 7 pm for the newly
established University Cup, a
contest between the U.S.
Champion (UN H) vs the Canadian
Champion (York University who
beat us in Feb). Please come cheer
us on, and get the facts straight.
Laura Brown
Patsy Lyons
Bridget Stearns

•

To the Editor:
This Sunday evening at 7 p.m.
our women's ice hockey team will
play York University ot:Toronto in
the inaugural game ot an ann_ual
Univer!-.ity Cup compet1t1on
between leading U.S. and
Canadian Women's Hockey
Teams.
Our team needs the support of
the entire UNH community for
this one. Our fame elsewhere and a
core of loyal fans notwithstanding.
most people have not seen the
women's hockey team play very
often. This should be a fine hockey
game- York dcfeate~ UNH earlier
this year in Canada in a very close
game. The home cr<?wd ~an make a
difference. I know 1t will help our
team play better.
One caveat: we want to show
good will toward o~: Canadian
visitors. It is better ti our crowd
does not roar when someone falls
down on the ice. Save it for the
good plays by UN~: we don't want
anyone hurt physically.
.
May the best team wm.
Russ McCurdy
Coach of Women's Ice Hockey

Chairmen, etc.
To the Editor:
A dacade ago we had chairmen
(some of whom were famalc). then
we had chairpersons. and now we
seem to have chairs. Apparently.
the word man had become as
taboo as certain four-letter words
once were. But I suppose it's better
to be mistaken for a piece of
furniture than to be called a chair
(expletive deleted). If this trend
continues. I can forsee problems
arising for the human (excuse me. I
mean hu) race. No longer will we
be able to say a good handwriter is
a penman: he , she will be a pen.
And what about horseman - will
we have to refer to the rider as a
horse'! Also. horsemanship will
become horseship - and you'd
better enunciate clearly when you
sa_y it.
Frank L. Pilar
Chairman. Chemistry
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This Sat. March 12,

TASTE
Tht= Association for -student Talent
and Entertainment
presents:

Blues Complex
with special guests

3D

Bwes Brothers lncarnare
-u.NrLJazz.Barxi

~ i t foe
· Sptt I D ~Tur--

~RANITE 5TATE ROOM
,,,.,,,.,,,,,
f1an;h

1a, 19e3

M.U.B.

~

5:oo_p.m.

00
1 t c ~ t3 .., advanu f,f"' at the. door
Available at: MUD Ticket Oflke, Town & Campus,

Music Smith, Newington Mall

.

In the MUB PUB
Admission: $1.00
Doors open 8:30 pm
UNH ID/ Proof of age required
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Get your career off toa flying start while you're still in college.
This is a great opportunity for men who
want to be leaders and have the drive to
earn the respect and self-confidence of
a Marine Corps Officer.
·
You can get started on a great career
with us while you're still in college and
earn up to $100 a month in the Marine
Corps Platoon Leaders Class ( PLC). In
PLC aviation we can guarantee flight

I

school and civilian flying lessons during
your senior year. And in PLC law we can
guarantee summer employment in the
legal field while you're gaining your
advanced degree in law.
There are no interruptions of classes,
no on-campus drills or uniforms during
the· school year. Initial training can be
done in one of two ways. Freshmen and

sophomores train in two six-week summer sessions and juniors have one
ten-week session.
If you're entering college or are already .-..c<i!!!!!!:llK'\JIWa)
on your way to a degree, check out the ~c~~:::=~lh.W
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class. RIQA-~
Make an appointment with your Marine
Corps Officer Selection Officer through
your college placement center.
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ArtS & Features
UNH Jazz Band concert:
incO"tJtplete musical recipe
By Eric M. Heath

The Acting Lompany played

.
evening.
Beautifully crafted . charts
The high-light of the first
and strong leadership are two half though was the final tune:
of the basic ingredients ofa fine .. Carnival Night In Vera Cruz"
big band and they are two which featured Eddie Daniels
ingredients with which the on tenor and flute.
UN H Jazz Band is well
The tune began with a very
endowed. But the recipe isn Y cool twin vibe. intro, developed
complete without . healthy a decidedly latin flow and then
helpings of subtlety, eloquence soared high and low along with
and ensemble sense; elements Daniels' multi-faceted tenor
that were, from time to time, voicing and pure flute lines.
lacking in the Jazz Band's The band played very well on
concert last Sunday night.
this one, presenting a fitting
The concert was performed first half finale.
and presented by the band as a
The story here is, quite
fund raiser for, and a preview obviously, the UNH Jazz Band
of the European tour which especially in light of their
they will undertake early this forthcoming tour. But I would
summer.
be remiss in my duties if I failed
The first half of the program to make adequate mention of
was performed by the band the often dazzli_ng second half..
itself, joined half way through Whoa ... wait a minute, let me
by guest artists Eddie Daniels explain what I · mean by
on flute, clarinet and tenor, and dazzling.
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night last Wednesday.
pianist James Williams. The
Those who were present are
second half featured Daniels, sure to remember numerous
Williams, drumm~r Ala_n problems with the sound
Dawso!l and bass1s~ Whit system, in particular persistent
Brown ma quartet playing a set -feed-back and other difficulties
of mostly original music. ·
which prevented the musicians
The Jazz Band's portion of from hearing each other.
Throughout the first two
slovenly drunkard Sir Toby violet knickers and overcoat, the evening was generally well
Belch (Richard S, lglewski), not to mention the none-too- executed and enjoyable, don't selections, one of them a
the case in .. Twelfth Night" is subtle bright yellow three- get me wrong. ·Although Daniels original, the level of
sub~lety, eloquence and a musicianship displayed by all
consistantly adept with all of cornered hat.
Played out in front of · a feelmg of ensemble were often was very high and the solos
Shakespeare's colorful
characters.
courtyard set of deteriorating in short . supply they .were were a joy, but the pervading
The Acting Company, which red brick walls, Sir Toby and present, m f?1ts and pieces, feeling was that of four gifted
performers playing in four
was presented as part of UN H's Sir Andrew are hilarious as late much of the time.
One important strengt~ of · adjacent studios, each trying to .
Celebrity Series, is a repertory night carousers who return to
of 17 young acto.rs and the Countess Olivia's house any respectable college Jazz hear the others through the
·
actresses selected from with the clear intent of waking band is the legacy it perpetuates walls.
through
and
with
the
help
of
it's
Fortunately,
having
stepped
America's professsional theatre the heavens above. Needless to
graduated and professionally
·
h h l1
training programs and regional say they are successful. And active
members. Another is the out mto t e a dunng one of
theatres including Juilliard, even though the witless Sir
Williams' solos to see what he
Yale and Carnegie-Mellon. Andrew cowers at the heavy wealth of information a nd could hear, Daniels decided to
The Company is the I0-year- hand of Malvolio., his chugging material that it's leader brings take a short on stage break in
o ld brainchild of John partner, Sir Toby, literally infromoutsidethegroupitself. order for the technical
Endowed with these tools,
Houseman, who wanted to give embarrasses the pants off the which
the UN H band is .. .in problems to be straightened
young actors the opportunity haughty servant.
spades
...
instrumental out.
Lynn Chausow as the saucy readingspoignant
and experience to travel across
can flow very
Following that all was well,
the country presenting various and vindictive Maria, Olivia's smoothly, should in fact be and through the remainder of
classics.
·
lady in waiting, plays her counted on, and were present in the evening the four became a
Two actors who seem to have adventuresome character the ensemble's performance hot unit, hurtling through more
taken full advantage of the with relish while her mistress that night.
- original material and fueled by .
opportunity are lglewski as Sir ( Margaret Reed) is seductively
The first half consisted the nimble licks of James
Toby and J. Andrew McGrath coy until she too is hit by the largely of original charts Williams and Alan Dawson
as Sir Andrew Aguecheek. The dreaded plague of love brought to the band by former (Are those man's arms actually
pair combine in a variety of sickness. Finally, Philip . members, plus a Curt Berg attached to his body?) and the
scenes to provide the most Goodwin, as Feste the clown,
arrangement, commissioned by expressive, though not
powerful comical punch of the presents a superb study in band director Dave Seiler for a intrusive, bass of Whit Brown . .
evening. Physical appearance contrasts, as the ever witty fool
It's almost a shame that the
festival band he conducted.
alone would seem to guarantee and the insightful and
that.
sorrowful commentator The tenor soloist in the tune quartet didn't give an entire ·
While Sir Toby's cascading Goodwin slinks around stage was actually the same sax-man benefit concert in support of
paunch rolls down from his much like the rubbery who first performed those solos the UNH band's tour. But no
midsection and his reverberat- Scarecrow in ..The Wizard of under Seiler's direction at the matter, it was a very
ing bellows echo through out Oz, "sparing none his humbling · festival. It was the best solo entertaining evening with someplay~d by a band member that particularly bright moments.
the theater, Sir Andrew's gaudy

The Acting Company gives UNH a sober
comedy in "Twelfth Night"
· By Rex Reed
The Acting Company's
production of ••Twelfth Night"
Wednesday evening at Johnson
Theater provided a more
somber view of the Shakesp ere an comedy than 1s
customarily performed.
If one considered somewhat
simplified plot line, skeptics
might say a serious side to
.. Twelfth Night" is improbable
and unneccessary . For
instance, the Duke is lovesick
for the Countess Olivia, Olivia
is passionately in love with
Viola who masquarades as
Cesario, Viola / Cesario wants
the Duke and Malvolio should
be content to have anyone love
him.
But under the direction of
Michael Langham , several
scenes, and for that matter the
whole tenor of the play, lean to
a more provocative interpretation.
Instead of solely treating this
play as an amusing assortment
of misunderstandings,.
Langham 's troupe highlight the
sadness of unrequited love and
cruelty and insensitivity of
humanity.
From the pompous and
obnoxiously aristocratic airs of
the foolhardy Malvolio (David
Manis) to his antithesis in the ·

PLAY, page 22

The Bureau of .Common Sense
Ethel was read in' to me the other day from the
Foster's Daily Democrat about a guy name Harold
· that was doin' so poorly that he had to pack up his
belongin~s and move into his 1973 Buick.
I says to Ethel, .. Now what is that Reagan fella --·goin' to do to help fellahs lik~ Harold. I mean, what
does Ron really know of the plight of the common
folk. And just what makes him qualified to say oh
this program will work or that. Weren't he an actor
before he got political? What do he know about
people?"
Ethel reasoned as how he were an actor. So I says
.. Well, by Jimmne, then what makes him more
qualified to run things than me or Harold. We is the
kind of folks who really know what's goin' on in the
country. Heck, I've resided in a few cars in my own

time. Me and this guy with the Buick ought to get
together and write a book for the government tell in'
em which cars is the best for livin' and such.
Then I got to thinkin '. Everytime we sees him on .
the television he's off to his camp in David for the
we~kend or rid in' around in britches with the Prince of This or the King of That. Now, that Reagan is
darn good at entertaining and all that. We should
keep him around for company and send in' off ships
· and whatnot. Let me and Harold handle takin' care
of the people.
By gum, it seems like every week Ethel is readin'
me something from the National Intruder about
some dag fangled grant the fellers in Washington,
DeCiet has given some fool to study if pigs can fly
or some Injun tribe you never heard of. What they
shmilildo ts give the Bµic~Illan ~d me one of them_

by Coot Yarble
cushy grants. · We'll call ourself the Bureau of_
Common Sense and set up our offices down to the
Bear Club. With some serious debatin', discussin',
and drinkin ', I imagine we can get this housin'
problem· pretty well !icked.
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DO'A brings message O.f world peace to UNH
By Joshua Gordon
Murkland 110 is for
freshman 401 classes and 100answer multiple guess exams.
Right? Wrong. Last Saturday
evening, DO'A transformed
the Murkland auditorium into
a hall of exotic and peace-laden
sound.
DO'A who just released their
4th album is a duo, but their
music sounds like it comes
from a much larger group.
Randy Armstrong plays the
guitar as well as a host of other
instruments inc I u ding
xylophones, bells, . mandolin
harp, and percussion. The
other half of the ensemble. is
Ken La Roche. His main
instrument is the flute, but like
Armstrong he plays other
instruments;

including

the

recorder, piano, kalimba,
m'bira, harmonium, and
percussion.
Armstrong and LaRoche fit
their exotic sounds into the
concert tastefully. Their song,
.. H imylaya," which is "a
journey with many movements"
starts with just the guitar and
flute, but gradually moves off
onto many other instruments,
culminating with Randy
Armstrong beating on a
Baliphone from the west coast
of Africa.
.
Describing from the stage his

modified kalimba from
Zimbabwa, which he used in
"In Praise and Gratitude," Ken
La Roche told the audience that
it had metal rings to produce a
constant buzzing sound but he
uses Coke bottle caps because
''When Coke came to Africa,
that wc1s the buzz they were
looking for."
For its sounds, DO'A does
not stop at instruments.
Throughout their show,
LaRoche used his body to
make music. Hum mi n_g,
tapping, and whistling, DO'A
played with an uninhibited
simplicity. They were not
compelled to use a single set of
instruments throughout a
piece. Jn "Song of the Dove" a
wooden whistle was blown just
once:

it11

11ingulc:t1 ity

Wc:tll

it~

strength.
·
DO'Aended the concert with
a surprising encore. With
Armstrong playing out a
swinging blues line, LaRoche
piped in with his blues flute but
then stopped to ask "What is
DO'A doing playing the blues?
To tell the you the truth, I
wonder that myself you gotta
get down to play the blues. Get
down on a flute? If you wanted
to get down on a flute, would
you put on ~ Jean Pierce
Rampa! album?"
·
Telling jokes all through the

Defy mid-winter malaise
Write Features
The Student Senate is
accepting
applications for

Assistant
Business Manager
This is a paid position and will lead
to the Business Manager position for
83-84
Applications available in the Student Senate
Office. Deadline, March 17 5:00 .

862-9294

DO'A members Ken LaRoche and
Saturday (Jim Millard photo) . .
song and keeping the audience
laughing the whole time,
LaRoche quiped "it takes
something deep down inside to
play the blues, and I don't
know what it is .. so if it comes
out tainted with happine~ss,
well. .. "

Happiness is what DO'A is
all about. The concert was
sponsored by the UNH Baha'i
Club and DO'A music is
impossible to seperate from
Baha'i optomistic philosophy.
Speaking to a small gathering
after the show, La Roche said

that, "our music is our gift" but
that the Baha'i Faith, which
recognizes the good in the
world in major religions and is·
centered on the feasibility of
world peace, "is the much
greater gift."

----------PLAY.----( continued from page 21)
riddles.
there's nothing to humorous
A powerful. example of a about the dungeon setting in
highly comical prank turned the Acting Company's
ugiy fo this production is when production or the howls of pain
Malvolio is actually imprison- from the abused Malvolio.
ed by Sir Toby, Maria, Fabian
The vicious reproofs of the
and Sir Andrew.
Duke bv OI1v1a and the
In the text, Malvolio is selfishness which overwhelms
simply locked in a dark room, . a"i°l the. impassioned lovers .in
giving Sir Toby and the clown's this play 1s stressed beyond the
antics a comical effect. But point of sheer comedt

This in not to say, however,
that the Acting Company goes
out of their way to present an
alternative interpretation of
"Twelfth Night." They are a
skill~d troupe who sap none of
the hilarity of the comedy while
weaving an undercurrent of
sorrow in the production .

CUSTOM .T-SHIRT PRINTING
Businesses. ,clubs, organi1.ations

Features!!!!

Interested in Business?
Are you a Sophomore
or Freshman?

The New Hampshire
.needs you_.
The New Hampshire is currently hiring
an Assistant Business Manager
for the remainder -of. this
semester and the 1983-84 academic year.
The Assistant Business Manager will be
responsible for all aspects of billing
and will train to become Business Manager.
Deadline for applying is March 14
For more information come
to Roem 108, MUB

Randy Armstrong played at UNH last
.

Hats: totes. golf shirts~ sweatshirts
Many styles available
"No order to•> small

N.H. PRINTWORKS
PETER C. GREIDER
603-43 1-8319

DANCE SHOES
Leather
Ballet
· Slippers

Children's
and
Ladies'
Tap

Shoes

Character/Jazz Pumps
THE AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION
and LOWEST PRICES!!!

RED'S-:':
DOVER

Broadway

Wukd1y1 Saturday
):30-9
9-5:~ _
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(continued from page l)
the budget would mean Rock .
.. services would not be up to
.. By the time the mandatory
par" and Hood House would fees budgets get to the senate,"
have to .. reorganize their staff." she said, .. they are pretty well
The Consumer Board found prepared and cut."
if the radiology service is cut,
UNH will still take care of
._ Cairnes said, savings will be the building, Patterson said,
\ $1. 94 a student.
and Hood House will function
••we didn't feel it was worth on a limited auxiliary basis.
it to lose that service," he said.
..It's not a frill," Huidekoper
Tetel said if a student goes to said of Health Services, .. It's a
Wentworth-Douglass for complimentary part of
treatment, .. in one visit, there education." She said services of
goes half the health fee."
Hood House including disease
.. In order to have health control, radiology, and advice
services,,, Patterson said, on medical problems as well as
.. everyone has to pay. Students a resource of medical
wanted a high quality health information.
service, not a band-aid
.. Fifty-three dollars a
station."
semester is a substantial sum,"
The propsed Health Services Tete! said. "Maybe students
bud2et will go before the should check out what Hood
Student Senate where it will House has to offer."
.. probably pass," according to

5C

t.

1"

-
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Master Bartenders School of 84 Main Stree
will offer a special one-week, daytime cours
the spring break in March. Class size will be
so early enrollment is recommended.
Our regular evening courses
will also be run at that time .
For more details on the course,
or how to enroll in it,
write or call in the
evening after 6 pm.

"Prepare for next summer's job NOW!"

11"

CAMPUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450 .

"NO
MORE
MR.NICE

GUY:'
"I'm not my old lovable .
self when I'm around
cigarettes. I get real
cranky. So I want all you
smokers to quit once
and for all. And who
knows? You might even
put a smile on. my face'.'

A festive cgathering of films produced by
U.N.H. students and graduates of U.N.H.

Tuesday, March 15th
at 7:00 P.M.
In Murkland Hall Room 110
A rare chance to meet With people interested in
film and view their work.

A remarkable night at the movies for all.

~,.~~~~
'

:,

American Cancer Society+_

~

8:00 PM
Saturday
March 12

David Bromberg
Greatful Dead Lyricist

Robert Hunter
March 18
8 :00 PM
April 9

Ti('kets:
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PHOTO COPY
SPECIAL
81/2 X

l

Pousette-Dart
Jonathan Edwards
Taj Mahal &

NRBQ

$8 .50 in advance
$9.50 at door

Humphrey's Deli, Durham
All Ticketron Outlets

Capitol 'l11catrc
Concord, NH
228-0426

Free Admission & Refreshments

, 1,.
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-DATE·By JOHNNY HART

B.C.

YGO! ...You ~1ArM1Not

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD
THERE'S MORE
THAN ONE WAV TO
SKIN A CAT

3-11

© 1983 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

SHOE

By JEFF MacNELL Y
H~MfmAT

11~e lf(ON ...

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BLOOM COUNTY
By BERKE BREATHED
~ MAKJN6 ~ AN AM£RICAN

5TINKER ...''1H€ ANAL otAPTER:

sreve GOE.510 WORK 10 PVR-

aE JVSTIC€ ANP MAKe ~
OOUGH ...
YES FOU<S, MY

wwr ,s... wm,, He's

JUST REAU.Y, RmtY
INN

~ fN FACT I YOU HAI£ MY
PeR50NAt.. WORD OF HONOR
AS A UW/'1€R ANV A G6NTI£ MAN 1HAT MR. Pf 865 H€R€.
N£V£R MURVER€r71H05€.
b'f- 5HRIN€.R5 ANP 5€RV€D
\
1Hf:M AT I\
5AR5€QV£.

<continued from page 3)
Thomas said 13. 7 percent of
drop cards were turned in
during the last week of the drop
period during the 1981-1982
spring semester.
This is compared to seven
percent during the same period
in 1978-1979, and nine percent
in 1979-1980.
The proposed three week
date will allow students to add
the class if openings occur after
the drop date, according to
Goodwin.
John Richardson, English
professor, said the three weeks
will ••give an _instructor a
chance to tell students how they
are doing."
··stydents will know early on
if it's going w be a hard course·
- he said.
Kim Blewett. chairperson of
the academ_ic council, would
like to see the date extended to
the fourth week in the semester.
··1 ·m concerned with whether
a student can get a grasp on a
course in three weeks," she
said.
Goodwin said four weeks
into the semster is too long to
wait.
'"There are too many
assignments, too much
reading." he said.
According to Thomas,
students pick five courses
'"knowing pretty much in
advance they will only finish
four."
Blewett said students doing
this are not judging the course
on its content, but on how well
they will do in it.
Goodwin acknowledges this
is a drawback ··only if the grade
is the most important thing in
the class. 1 think the change is
justified."

Reproductive
'Health care~
A team of health care
professionals offc1ing

GYNECOLOGICAL
SERVICES
in all aspects of
women's health cure unci
gynecological surgery,
including office female
stc1ilizations and
PREGN ..-\.,CY TER~II~.-\TIO:'\S
All scn·iccs prnYidcd by an

OB/GYN surgeon and
professionally trained staff.

services also include

49 Damage
50 Creole fried
cake
52 Prophets
SJ pieces
54 W.C . Fields film,
"' It's _ . ,
56 Bullfight cry
57 The science of
reasoning
19 Ephraim ' s grandson 58 Watergate 20 Group character60 and istics
(early dwellers)

12 Artist's studio
13 Holds back
14 Delayed action on
something (3 wds.)
21 Comicality
30 Swamp
31 Movie musical,

22 Actor -

62 Italian dhh

38 Word fon1ed frllffl

63 Calmer
64 Above water

39 Take over as

ACROSS

I Metal support in
a fireplace
8 Social outcasts
15 Bloody slaughter
16 Feeble-mindedness
17 Produces
18 Beginning to
develop

Ray

23 Subject of "South
Paci fie"' song
· 24 Sheet music
notations
25 Head part : Sp.
26 ., French swrrner

27 " - Ding Oong
Daddy .. . "
28 Gad's son
29 Feuda 1 slave
JI Dwarf of folklore
33 Formerly, fonnerly
34 Inscriptions
37 Literary miser
40 Gas tronomi ca 1

activity
44 Chem i cal suffix

45 So-called

65 "The -

SU11111er"

DOWN
1 Agrees to
2 Tell a story
3 Visionary

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

Foolish
Stool pi geon
Pointed arches
Young bird
View in all
directions
Gather together
Musical notes
Victims of the
Spanish Conquest

"The Harvey -

*Birth Cvmrol Counwling
* Pru Choi< ·e Pn·gmmc_r Co1111.\di11g
*FREE Pregnwu·_r Testing
*Ewning Hours
*Sliding Fee Sm/£;
*Cvmple1e CONF!Dt."/\'TIAUT>'

"

32 Fencing swords
33 Superlative suffix
3 5 - soup
36 Possessed
37 Grim and horrible
another
pitcher
41 Miss Coca
42 Indigenous inhabitants

43 Food vendors
46 Brezhnev

47 Snakelike fish
48 Long-running
Broadway show
51 One's entitled to
trial
53 Russian city
55 Boxing term (pl.)
57 Fat
59 de France
61 La i r

FURTH€.RM0Rt.,,

He, UH ...
1,

1He:ve.F6NS€
Re:QU€.515 A
SHORT RECE.55

FOR UJNCH.

\

Gregory C. Luck
M.D.Prof. Assn.
152 Court St.
'Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
603-436-6462
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9am-5pm
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-----HOCKEY----- --ACID RAIN-<
(continued from page 32)

Holt's four lines. Harvard everything but that. Jay Miller,
coach Bill Cleary arranges his Dan Muse and George White
lines differently though. For has racked up 57 points. The
example: Harvard's first line of point being, UN H's scoring
Scott Fusco centering, Jim attack is balanced, thus never
Turner and Shayne Kukolowicz allowing opponents the chance
has l lO points, and the second to re.st.
line consisting of Greg
·•we just have to skate hard
C~almers centering, Tony from the opening faceofftill the
Y1sone and Greg Britz has 85 final buzzer," said senior Chris
pts. The third line has managed Pryor. ••Jf we play good
~mly 35 pts., and the fourth line .defense, the goals will come."
Interestingly enough, UNH
Just 25 pts.
UN H's first line featuring will send only -one freshman
Dan Forget centering Mark into the Garden tonight, while
Doherty, and Scott Ellison has Harvard will send two. Wildcat
tallied 68 pts. The Steve Lyons, Peter Herms, more than
Dan Potter and Paul Barton considered for ECAC rookie of
line has accounted for 135 pts., the year honors, will be the only
and the third line, Ralph . new Wildcats.
Robinson, Norm Lacombe and
Harvard goaltender Blair
Ken Chisholm ha~ registered 83 and. defensive replaceme~t Tim
pts. The fourth hne, on m9st S~ith compl~te the - hst of
teams generally thought of ~s Crimson_, who ll venture onto .the lesser of the group, 1s Garden ice for the first time.

CARE ABOUT
EYE CARE
Members

American Optometric
Association

For the Highest Quality
Contact Lenses and
Vision Care

Dr. A.lie and Dr. Menard
476 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H. 03820
603-742-5719

25 Extra Sheets of Paper
25 Envelopes
25 Copies

Selection of Paper
· and Envelopes
$15

Single Copies
Also Made
Open Saturdays

CATNIP PUB
Tonight
P and P Nite
Buy a pizza, get
a pitcher for $1.
This Friday
and Saturday Nite

The Still Water
Run Band
/

r--.-Do--n'---,.-- - p - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ,
h f1 8 0•,•
a ear WGI Ing.
M l.1. tod
·
a11.e ay oi- - American Heart
~

Hay•
:R

1me

NSOCiafiOn

/

fo Remember.." WE'RE FIGHTING FORYOUR.LIFE

You're Jteaded AH ouar Iha world.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their agriculture degrees or farm backgrounds are
needed in developing nations. Ask them how their knowledge of crop, livestock
production, farm mechanics or beekeeping methods help alleviate hunger, increase
personal income and develop technical skills. They'll tell you of the rewards of seeing
direct results of their efforts. They'll tell you Peace Corps is the toughest job you'll ever
love.

PEACE CORPS
Marct:l 30--Film & info session in the Carroll Belknap Room,
7:00-9:00.
March 31--lnterviews from 8:30-4:00, Career Planning. Info
only 9-4:00 Memorial Union Bldg.

Electronically
Typed

_Ro~ Gary

continued from page 4)
al Environmental Relations.
Canada is also more
Canada doesn't have the dependent on its forests for
alkalinity in her soil to their commercial value, and
neutralize the acid rain, and 50 more aware of acid rain and it
percent or more of the acid rain effects.
that falls in Canada comes
••Polls indicate that a very
from the US. Carroll states in high percentage of Canadians
his book, Acid Rain: An Issue understand acid rain, what it
in Canadian-Americn Re/a- is,"said Carroll. Because of this
tions:•only 15 percent of U.S. knowledge imbalance, "the
deposition comes from bilateral problem and
Canadian sources."
_ diplomatic challenge are
magnified," said Carroll.

A GR/CUL TURALISTS...

Jenkins Court
Durham, N. H. 03824
603-868-1012

RESUMES

Durha
Jenkin
Durham,

.. We're not in awe of the
Boston Garden," said UNH
captain Dan Forget. ··Last year
it was a big thrill, but today
when we got out there for
practice, everyone just skated
hard and didn't seem to think
anything of it."
Even so, the Garden is quite
different, not only in
appearance, but in temperature
size angles. Dozens of lights not
only warm the players, but also
the ice, making for a slower
game. The distance behind the
nets is considerably less,
~mitin~ _defensive maneuvers.
"I think we're more prepared
this year," said Pearson. ••The
incentive to beat Harvard is
there. It has been a while since
we've bec:tteu them, and it"s at
the Garden. We know what to
expect!"

r

Petitions Are Now Available
For The Positions Of

GREEK SENATORS
COMMUTERS SENATORS
For
Academic Year

1983-1984

You must ,J.., an off-campus, commuter student, Greek, next year to serve.
These positions will be decided in a full campus election Tuesday, April 5, and
Wednesday April 6

Petition Deadline: Friday March 30
by Noon
Petitions are available in the Student Senate Office
Room 130/MUB 862-1494

.
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Apartments for Rent

[

91

Very nice room to rent, shared kitchen,
quiet residential area, near Kari-Van . Off
street parking, in · Dover, $165/ mo.
includes heat and pets OK. 742-6126
evenings .
In Dover convenient to Kari-Van : 1 four
bedroom, den, living room, kitchen and
bath/$635 per month. 1 three bedroom,
living room, kitchen & bath $480 per
month. Utilities included. Lease required,
no pets. Call 742- 7908 between 7 & 9

P.M.

.

Rooms for rent available immediately.
One room for $ 1 50, the other for $175,
includes all utilities, frig, sink, toaster
oven . Private entrance- 2 miles from
campus on Kari-Van Route. Call Clarke
Bartd 868-5921.
Studio Apartment in Durham, Summer
sublet. Private, clean modern kitchen and
bathroom. Best offer. Call Dave at 8682056.
1 977 Convertible apartment chrome
taucets, bucket toilets . "White Wall to
Wall earpeting" air conditioning in
refrigerator. Studio in Durham Summer
sublet. Call Harry's Motor Mart. Ask for
Bob 868-2056.

Help Wanted

1

- ,

Business Business Business Business.
Do you want to sell ads for the Commuter
Advocate and Catalyst for rcpractical
experience? Then stop by rm 1 3 i_n the
MUB. The Student Press is cceptirig
applications for this semester 2nd next.
·cruise Ship Jobs! - $14.oo6-$28,000.
Carribean. Hawaii, World. Call for Guide
Directory. Newsletter. 1-916- 722-1111.
Interested in business? Are you a
Freshman or Sophomore? Apply now to
become the next Asst Business Manager
of The New Hampshire. For more ,
information and an application come to
The New Hampshire Business &
Advertising Office. (Room 108 in the
MUB). Deadline for applying: Monday,
March 14.

Peugeot Super Comp. Reynolds 531,
Chrome Fork. Campy S.R. and Record
derailers and pedals. sew-ups and two ·
sets of zeus alloy racing gears. Mint cond.
23" frame. $500. Call 868-1440 Ask for
Dave.
•
For Sale: 1974 Ford Gran Torino $500
90 , 000 miles. 4-door with Air
Conditioning. If interested call Deb K at
862-1838.
71 Volvo 242 fuel injection, 4 speed with
overdrive, leather interior, stereo cass.
Michelin tires, very good condition .
S1200. Call Douglas Porter at (207) 3636693.

_Pers_onal•--.IJ[jJ
Happy 20th Bruce!
To the General: Since we aren't sure of
tho oxaot doto, I figure novv i.:, a.:, ~vv'-' a

time as any. I knew I had found someone
special from the first time I met you and
you game me the rose, and when you
walked me home in the "Blizzard of 82 ".
Thanks for being my unpaid psychiatrist
and shoulder to lean on during CS410.1'II
never forget our walks together on the
Marginal Way and our trips to Kittery (xxx)
When we 're apart, I'll do just about
anything to see you, even hopping an 18
wheeler . Things are even cozier now.that
we have Henry, Benny and Wormie .
Looking forward to New York and .many
more memories. Love Scarlet (Lovie)
Hey Bruce: WOKQ is where it's at!! ha ha
Steve, thanks for the fun and for helping
me find the fireplace. What are friends for
anyways? See you around. A friend .

Hey PQ- I had fun Sat. nite with you. I
hope we can do something again soon .
But next time I'll try not to forget what I
was saying . Give my regard to Co and
Marsha . Oh yeah- try and get rid of the
" G" in Sudburgy, me.
·A BEACH PARTY IN THE MUB Beach
music, beach movies. frisbee demo 's
raffles, juggling contest, and more. Come
to the MUB tonight between 8 and
midnight and get into Spring Training!
Take home souvenirs!!
Steiny, stop by Mclaughlin 2nd anytime ...
Before midnight!

Hey Fred, the Air- Bands are back in the
MUB PUB on Sunday! I'm gonna go and
Work / Study students: need extra money?
The Handicapped Student Services Office , buy A ir-drinks for all the women! What
are you going for the advancement of
is looking for students to be academic
society? -Pistol Pete.
aides and or readers . For more
information call 862-2067 or stop by
Creating and selling ad_ space in the
room 151 in Huddleston Hall.
Commuter Advocate and Catalyst is great
business
expereience. Come get involved
Cruise Ship Jobs! $14,000-$28,000.
by
applying for openings in our ad dept of
Carribean. Hawaii, World . Call for Guide
The Student Press rm 153 in the MUB .
Directory. Newsletter. 1-916-722-1111 .
If you are looking for something unique,
we offer what is probably the finest part
time position in America, possibly leading
to a full time professional position. We
provide complete training. You supply
enthusiasm, honesty and a willingness to
learn. Call Mike on Thursday or Friday
afternoon between 12:00 and 4 :00 at
436-3822.
Summer Job Employment- Work with
Yogi Bear this summer at Jellystone Park
in Ashland, NH . (End of June to Labor
Day). People needed in store reservations
and maintenance, for more information
and job application call Dean Latour at
(603) 968-3654. A great opportunity to
have fun and make money this summer.
Weeks Family Restaurant 121 Congress
St. Portsmouth has over 60 hours/week
of short-order-cooking to fill. We can
· break it up into 4-6 part-time jobs, 10 to
15 hours/wk to fit your schedule . If you
t:an hustle we will train you. Call 4365056 and ask for Larry or Gill.

ll

ServkeuM "-'9

I[~:

( ainting-wall covering-former contfactor:.
· 1eeds money jor grad school- impeccable
: Nork, low rat.es. call Steve at 868-2498.

· , rhe Now Sound Express has a special
, ·unning through Durham for the month of
; Vlarch . Call 868-2167 for more info.
·
·
,
,

:arol's Secretarial Service- typing of
hesis. reports, manuscripts, etc.
~easonable rates, will pick up and deliver ·
or slight charge . Call (207) 439-4141.

· \ttention Social DirectorsffFor a limited
: ime only, The Now Sound Express is
,ttering a special rate of $75.00 for all in
1ouse parties. That's right $75.00 for up
o 5 hrs of the best music and light show
m ca·mpusl

Laltand~

l§J

ound:Long haired·orange·cat with.whhe
hest and paws on Main St. very
ffectionate. Call 868-5973.
ost: A le cloche leatime auatomatic
· ,atch. w/o band, waterproof with date. If
>und call Gregg Dub it 868-9922 for your
eward.

n~r

--•~t~•~~·!'!'!"'='"'!":"'!__
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980 Honda Civic Wago·n, Automatic,
3dio, new radial tires and brakes, $3,900
all 692-5060.
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Here is your chance to own a fine Yamaha
CB220 receiver. 23 watts / channel. Paid
$250, will part with it for $99. Contact
Mark 868-9854.

1[11]_

DO YOU WANT EXPERIENCE? Experience .
in Advertising Sales can be yours at the
Student Press. We are now accepting
applications for Ad Associates for this
semester and next year . Please stop by
room 153 in the MUB for an application.

, 1 _, ,
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On second
anytime.

thought,

Bruce, stop by

I met the most wonderful man . He loves
me so much. provides for me. and makes
me happy. He said to me " out the window
with your !onliness." He makes life a joyand he loves you just as much -Consider
Christ
Happy Birthday Bruce.
Dear Sister J : Thanks for being a special
friend, I praise God for the time we spend.
So my bloatless little sister, I just wanted
you to know I love you in .Christ. Brothe
Teddy
Bruce, even though you won't drive us to
the game- we still love you very much
Heaven is a FREE GIFT! "For by grace are
you saved, through faith and not of
yourselves, it is the Gift of God. Not as
result of works that no one should roast ."
Ephesians 2:8-9.
Hey, Sawyer 1st, Holly's "tied" up!
Deb P. Squatta. snappa, thighs etc . Now
wasn't that fun the other night??
Prospectively speaking I mean.
Wanted : Two tickets for Friday nights
hockey semi-finals at Boston Garden will
pay up to $50 plus 2 tickets in stadium
level section 33. Looking for seats in UNH
section. Call Mitch 1-800-341 -0280
Have a great time tonight, Bruce!
Join The N_e w Hampshire Advertising
staff. Fill out an application in room 108 of
the MUB .
Lambda Chi Alpha- Wed. nights Wait-on
raid was so much fun. We'll do it up with
you guys anytime. We are all looking
forward to a fantastic St. Patty's Day raid
with you next Thursday. Congrats on a
great pledge class! Love DZ.
Deb F- Hope C-town is treating you O.K.
Ice-cream and keg parties just aren't the
same. The campers are gonna miss you at
the second annual semester camp-out.
Take care and catch some totally
awesome rays . .fer sure . Love the Hetzel
3rd campers.
REALWORLD- Finding Field Experience
(Guided tours of the famous foyer are
offered on an irregular basis.) Franny
flushes and turns away, and Fred's glance
finds the floor . Fritz and Felicia fail to
notice this fleeting attention.
8 . Stein; He 's so fine; you can get him for a
dime.

To Lady Di, alias "Voyles," "Soils,"
" Wings " and last but not least " Mouth ".
We wish you a very happy, re-memorable
21st . Let 's hope Prince Charming
awakens on your couch this year! Love
Laura and Dogger.

Li&a and- Jen --Orily one week before ·we·

Yes. Virginia. there is a new masthead!

hit San Diego. I can't wait to hit a few of
those beaches! The Bain De Soleil is in my
room just waiting to be used! Let's go
wild. love Judy.

Tracy S: Walk this way!! Just kidding . Too
bad you passed up Strawberry Shortcake
- just think of how it would have looked on
your resume!? John

Freshman and Sophomores! Do you want
practical business experience for your
resume? It's your at The Student Press .
Applications for this semester and next
year are now being accepted in rm 153 of
the MUB .
.

Cheri : I' ll bet you thought you would never
get a personal. Well, here's one of your
very own. By they way, is it O.K. if I'm late
to work on April 22? (just kidding). John

Bruce, do you really charge that much?

To you

know who! Good luck this
weekend, and have a terrific Spring Break
from Y.V.G.F.
How were you THIS morning Bruce?

That Strange Guy- looking forward to a
terrific weekend celebration! Bill will
have to wait cuz this one's ours. Do you
want to get lost in Filene 's again? (2 small
cokes for lunch). You'll love my brother
and Vic- should I bring my lead-lined
mittens? Rules number 1 and 1 O! Don't
forget theV.C. ·s Mosterest, that Nutty Girl
(Crunchy Granolas)
D-Hey! I betvou'reooinoto mic;c;vnmwilci
and cwazy roommate this weekend, huh?
Twy to avoid bathwoom stalls and floas!
See ya· at the Hockey game, and be good
Fwiday! Ha Ha. You're such a pill! OOOH
Grossed ya!
Dwink J . it's been a supa gweat month!
Zee la Zoomm . Just imagine you might
get home this weekend sometime befoa
dawn! See ya at the hockey game. Get
psyched to meet Kawen, that wittle nut. L.
$$$$ for the best St. Patrick's Party come
to the Frankling. We'll open at 6 :30 a.m .
That night starting at 8 :00 p .m .
entertainment will be provided by the
Lines. There will be a $50 leprichan look a
like contest . Look forward to the
Godrather starting this Sunday.
Muskii- I'm going to Paragon ' s
Dreamweaver April 12th in the MUB. It's
in the Granite State Room at 7 :00 (and
9:00) p.m ., and it's going to be dynamite.
See you there! Banana Head .
Thanks for the ice-cream, Jim! We all love
you!
Yeah Jim, thanks a whole lot. Yummy,
yummy! - The Ad Productionists
Interested in Advertising? Be an
advertising associate for The New
Hampshire. Fill out an application in room
108 MUB.
God bless the managing editor who finally
made up the new masthead. It's about
time we peons got our recognition!!
Rick Howard &m't no coward. he's UNH
crew team 's power. The day begins quite
early ... 5:30 for a shower! It keeps him
pretty busy, but there is always t ime for
his sweet and pretty lady ... his Wendy
Valentine. It's too bad if you don 't know
him . he 's really quite a guy- and he 's a
greal good friend of mine, so you know I
wouldn 't lie. You see, today it is his
birthday, over in Hubbard Hall, and if
you 'd like to speak to him 2-1738 is the
number you can call! It wouldn't be such a
big deal, but you have to understand ...
that Rick is turn ing twenty .. for he 's
become a man! Happy birthday RaymondRichard Howard with love . Kim
To the California bound women- I'm so
psyched this time next Friday we will be
on our way. I can't wait to hit those San
Diego beaches! I love ya XOXOXOX me
Plumber: Good luck on your philosophy
exam. Have you asked you-know-who
how he got to be so strong? Even though
you can't do Egyptian mathematics, I still
love you. Your #1 Art Critic.
Congradulationsl Billy, Eddie, Fred, Jeff,
John, Kevin and Roland for getting your
bids. I'm really psyched for a great
. semester. We're going to have so much
fun . Thanks for a super bid's night: Love
ya one and all Di.
Riders needed to Daytona Beach Florida
for Spring Break, share driving and
expenses, leaving Friday March 18, call
Earl at 659-3135 or Jeff at 742-0175
early evenings best but keep trying .
ooohhh Tom- Thanks for such a great
Founder's Day weekend. I've never had
such a wild time. Hi Michaael- Tom. I love
· you Weswey.
Hey S.B.W. Thanks for being a weekend.
awesome hall director. Just wanted to let
you know that we had a wild time last
semester. Let's get psyched for another
outrageous semester- there's plenty of
time left to have fun and go nuts to the
max! The best is yet to come! Love ya
bunches. SAP. & A.P.D .

Jane: Thanks for the ice cream - even if
you didn't mean to pick my ad.
Q: How many football players does it take
to change a lightbulb? A: Only one, but he
gets four credits for it!
John : No problem! We enjoyed your
company immensely . You'll have to join
us again soon.
Jane: Ginger needs a little romance in her
life. but she can't seem to bring herself to
. tell you.
Mu Pledge Class: You guys are the balls
(oops-that was Iota-sorry Chris). Looking
forward to a great semester as your P.M .
Bids night was just the beginning!!! John
Q: How many frat men does it take to

,;hangc a ligl 111.JulO?' A . Two, Ortt:/ 10 cnange

the bulb and one to tap the keg!
Why don't people address more sociallyrelevant issues in the personals?
I thought that
enlightening.

that

was

pretty

Tapping a keg is enlightening?
No, tapping a keg is fun. Changing a
lightbulb is enlightening . Get it?
En"light"ening!
That was really very poor, and a royal
waste of space.
You ' ll have to excuse us . The commercial
" A mind--it 's a terrible thing to waste"
was written about us.
How can you waste what you don't have?

To the secret admirer ofThe Lady in Black:
I am really curious as to your identity. Why
don't you come out from under your rock
and talk to me face to face . You wouldn 't
want me to think of you as a coward,
would you?
SPANKY 'S CATERING : Flame-broiled
burgers a specialty.
Sherie 8 .-1 hope you 're as psyched as I
am for this vacation . Finally we 'll get a
chance to talk and party together . So
break out the suntan lotion and bathing
suits because in one wee~ we are
FLORIDA BOUND!!!! LL
Hug a photographer today!!
What about us typists?!?
Phylleroo-Thanx so much for the flowers
and your support th is week . You 're a great
friend and I'm psyched to live with you
next year . Let's make sure we keep
running to stay in shape, have to keep
those Bates men happy!! LL
J.M.-Here·s a special personal just for
_you just because you 're here today!
Gamache-Any time you need a
psychiatrist. you know where to turn to !
Had a great time last night and hope that
it's an even better weekend!!! Love Cathy
Semicolons bother some people .
Apostrophe's drive me crazy, eh? - She 's
picky.
Di-Sorry if we·ve been abusing you so
much lately, but it's because we love you
so much!! Just remember next time to
move the pillow!! Either that or wash it!!
Love Cathy and Lisa
Hi Dad!!
Merideth-Hey, have I ever told you.
you 're my bestfriend? You ·11 always be the
friend of the friendless. Love, Tracy.
SAE Little Sisters-Thanks for doing such
a good job with Rush. You definitely
showed that Phi A spirit. Love Deb and
Tracy P.S. WATCH OUT- F.OR THE SAE
PLAGUE!!
Exams are much easier to take if they're
typed, and if enough space if left to do the
problems. Hint, hint.
Smile Judy ... We all love ya!!
Suey-l've lived with you for three
semesters-and as far as I'm concerned,
I'll live with you for my last four. Our late
night convos have meant a lot to me-I'll
definitely get a backbone soon. I promise!
E.T.
Well Guys- "ghetto life" is awaiting us
next semester-Byrnsie. Brooksie, and
Squana we are gonna go wild!! No more
binging though-let's lock the cabinets and
lose the key!
You Guys-Don't leave without me, O.K?

B.bound-Last Saturday nite I was away,
Lisa- I'm very happy to be your big sister.
and this Saturday nite you have other
We've gotten off to a great start. Breakfast
plans. Oh well , the wild Sat . nite we had
at Youngs, a wild Bids night, then the Phi
will hold us over at least through breakMu Cocktail Party. Get ready to have.more
don't
you think?
fantastic times in the very near future . ·
This is only the beginning . Love Jan.
ATTENTION COMMUNICATION MAJThe New Hampshire Women's Rugby . ORS : Meeting Tues . March 15 at 6:30,
Hennessey Theater , PCAC . Next
T earn is having an organizational meeting
semester depends on it.
this Sunday, March 13 at 1:00. Held in the
gym at St. Thomas Moore Student Center.
If any questions or anything is needed call
Kathy at 749 7.4301 or Tricia at 868-2845 .
Frodo-Where you been? Get to the MUB
some Thursday. Get some socializing in .
You know what they say about all work
and no play U.t_.
Cathy 0. Sorry I haven't. been my old
cheerful self, or you would have had more
personals before now. Thanks for
cheering me up with your Xeroxed jokes.
JH and GB : Thanks for asking me to happy
hour at the NEC on Wednesday - I needed
it!!

Debbie- Thanks! You did a great job. We'll
miss you . All of us at HSS .
Well Lisa & Jen - can you believe we have
our tickets! It's really happening, we are
almost in California!! Let's get ready to
have a supertime. Love Ya!!!
Oye, muchachos! Next year at this time
you may be in El Salvador.
Fred- Sorry I couldn 't do anything about
your grade but thank you for the wine and
popcorn . It was great to get to know you
. again. I've missed you . I hope and J .B.
have a wild week in D.C. !! Stay close,
buddy, OK, Professor Joyce.

Yo Date- Tomorrow's the Big Day. Don 't
forget me, I'll be the one in blue that isn 't
related.
The New Hampshire Women's Rugby
Team is having an organizational meeting
this Sunday, March 13 at 1 :00. Held in the
gym at St. Thomas Moore Student Center.
If any questions or anything is needed call
Kathy at 749-4301 or Tricia at 868-2845.
Attention Durham!! Wondering what
you'll be doing when you get out of
school? Do you ever think about life from
birth to death and afterwards? Why are
we all on this earth? Is this world ever
going to get better??? Well. I know a way
to get all of life 's questions answered: The
Word of God! God never wanted us to be
left in the dark but to walk in the light.
Don 't blow it off. Read the bible. I
challenge all of Durham to find out for
themselves- "Thy Word is a lamp for my
feet and a light to my path." Psalm 119.
Contest: Win a year's supply of baby oil.
Qualifications: 1) toes must bend both
ways 2) people must compliment vou on
your complexion 3) you must know who
Clutch Carqo is 4) most of all. must be a
master at shmuckering . Entry fee : one
pound of gormet jelly beans.
Attention men interested in being
stuntmen for the UNH cheerleading
squad!! There will be an organizational
meeting in the Fieldhouse lobby on
Thursday March 31, 1983, from 5:307:00 p .m. If you are · interested in
supporting Wildcat athletes, please
attend. Great opporunity is involved.
Be a New Hampshire Advertising
Associate!! Fill out an application in Room
108 MUB.
Birds for sale: 3 baby finches, special sale,
$10.00 each. Call 868-1826.
Scdem- I realize that I haven't been the
most pleasant person to be with lately, but
when Martha comes to visit I should feel
better. Do you have any rope? We'd like to
see you get serious just once which
reminds me, wanna help me do my
exercises? (No. not the ones you were
doing after the fire drill the other night!)
You might need to strengthen your
sphincters if you keep your "MUB
Markers" handy. As for the color on my
thigh. it may build character. but "Don't
Even"! Have a good weekend and don 't
forget to visit the closet when you return .
Love you much xxoo Jane (the other half)
P.S. "But my daddy does it!! "
Naked Dancers!! Blues Complex 30 at the
MUB PUB tonight . Blues Wave for
everybody (no prize for shortest Min i.
To the bestest wicked mega awesome big
sister: I can 't believe how wicked droll you
are. Look out budapest I'm mega psyched
to go wicked nuts on an awesome road
trip. You're the most beat. incredibly dull
big sister anyone has ever known . I'm
psyched that next semester is a long way
away. Your surrogate, cliche . P.S. I'm
wicked psyched to have your baby.
CJA- I hope your trip home was fun!
Hopefully we can spend some more time
together this weekend to make up for this
past week. I'll see you soon . Love YOE
Interested in Advertising or Sales? Start
your career now. Be a New Hampshire
Advertising Associate . Fill out an
application Room 108 MUS.
Jude, You are the best! You're gonna
make this vacation all I ever dreamed of
and more. You better rest up for 10 days of
going absolutely crazy. But wait, first we
have to make it through Saint Patrick's
Day in Boston, well, we can sleep for 7
hours in JFK. Love Lisa .
Interested in business? Are you a
Freshman or Sophomore? Apply now to
become the next Asst Business Manager
of The New Hampshire. For more
information and an application come to
The New Hampshire Business &
Advertising Office. (Room 108 in the
MUB). Deadline for applying: Monday,
March 14.
Kris K. Alas. one week to go before Spring
Break. I know you prepared Gringle. It's
ten 4000 footers and thirty some odd
miles. We can do that . Dave. ·
Tennis and Raquetball raquet stringing- a
wide selection of strings available. All
Work Guaranteed. Call Dace at 2-1612 or
868-9792 .
Susie & Di- Thanx for sponsoring me bids
night! With sisters like you pledging will
be an experience. (It might even be good)
Guess Who
Donna- Thanx for the flower - you're a
doll! Lefs do up Portsmouth again real
soon. Maybe next time we 'll go to
Ogonquit instead. Lisa .
Dennis I owe you one for the sacrifice you
made to get my personal in. Wow! You're
fantastic thanks. Carol N.
Kathy & Cin - Countdown time or what?
Gonna miss you two . Don't get too much
of a tan or too much sleep Tuesday night.
Carol.
March The Godrather March 13- 16 at the
Franklin. Don 't forget our St. Patrick's
bash with the Lines. $50 leprechaun
look-a-like contest . Also the November
group will be appearing on Thur. March
24th . Look forward to Jonathan Edwards
soon!!
Cindy in Stanton House : It was nice
meeting you at the hockey game Friday
night. I'd like to see you again, but don 't
know how to contact you . Why don't you
send me a personal if you would like to
see me. Chris
R. Sedler: now that I have an i nvitation to
drop by, I need to know what visiting
hours are. -- forever fan
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The November Group Thurs. March 24th
at The Franklin. Tickets are on sale now
($3. 75) at the· Franklin & Rock Bottom
Records. Look forward to an April Fools
Party with The Fools. March 31st. Don't
forget the Godrather is playing at 7:30
p.m. March 13-16. Enjoy your favorite
beverage while you watch the movie.
It is so uplifting to see that God has
chosen to work on this campus through
Christians and various Christian
organizations. I only hope that more
people will see the need for Jesus in their
lives: I thank the rnany dear Christians on
campus for their support and
encouragement. May we continue to lift
each other up daily. Barb ..

Linda Smith: What a sleepover/raid!
Didn't you have a good time? I did! Thanks
for the Doritos and Diet Pepsi . You're the
best big sister I co.u ld ever have. Get
psyched for some FUN times! Love ya Pam
(l'il sis)
Dear Larry, thanks so much for coming up
to UNH. I'm so thankful for this time we'll
have tom~ther to rekinrllP what we almost
lost. Let's hope our friend "Corin." is
right. Here's to 1986. Love Priscill
Tom 8: Thanks for the around the world
invite. Sorry you weren ·1 feeling too well.
Hope you had a good week . I'll see you
around in Hudd.
Lisa- Thanks for being such a great friend.
Let's go wild! Green beer at it's best. It's
not long now. Let's get in shape to hit
those San Diego beaches. Can't wait to
check out the surfun. Love Jude.
Hi Jim Austin- Guess who??
To Lisa S Thanks for an enjoyable
weekend . I'm sure it will be fun getting to
know you better. Have fun in sunny
California. Bill
Dear J. Masterdiless. Tell us Jim. What is
it like being a loser, an inconsiderate slob,
and an immature D-bag all at once? All of
UNH wants to know your secret.
Tonight is the night! It's time to start
Spring Training at the MUB from 812p.m. See a juggling show, frisbee
clinic, beach movies, have some summer
food or try building your own Sand Castle.
See you there!
Hey Skeeba- We've had a lot of good times
together, but you ain't seen nothing yet
until we go wild in California. San Diego,
Los Angeles, Mexico, SDSU, and the
Bacons! Go crazy with champagne, green
beer, Bain De Soleil, pictures and beach
parties. Love the original Skeebs.
Jen- Get psyched we'll have one great
time. Love ya J .
Scott, have a terrific say ... "here's look in'
at you, sweetheart!" -KC
Attention all tourists : come dressed in
your favorite attire and win prizes at the
MUB tonight. Be part of Spring Training
'83, fun for everyone who wantsJo get in
shape for Spring Break.

My dearest Marianne : Sorry I didn't get a
letter out to you this week, but
remember ... it's the correspondence that
counts! It was a pleasure (as always) to
hear your voice this past weekend. What
would we do without Ma Bell? Hope your
exams go well for you this week. I've said
my prayers. Just think. your half-way to
the end! Looking forward with much
anticipation to yet another UNH / BC
roadtrip . Get ready to "get out" of C-31
(where we ' ll go, I don't know)! One thing
is for sure, The Bagel is waiting for us!
Take care, Liebe ... See you soon! Yours
'Truly' (with love ... hugs ... and chocolate
kisses ... ), ME!
To my curly headed Boobala- since you
refuse to let me take you out for Birthday
dinner, your punishment is a chilled bottle
of Moet and a bag of green M & M's in
your ears. You must model your newfeety
pajamas for Marken, Lips and gang while
they give you your B-day spankings!
(mmm) Gee, you 're 21 years old, I wonder
what I was doing on the day you were
born .. Happy Birthday Curly! Love your
"Older Woman" Moe
Break is almost here, and it's not too late
to get into 'Spring Train.ing'! Friday night
in the MUB, 8-12 midnight get intopractice for beach activities. Be there.
·
Judy and Jen- six more days until our wild
partying times begins. First, St. Patty's
Day in Boston, then ten days of fun in the
sun. Can we handle it or should I say can
California handle us? Love Lisa.

Lisa & Judy, Can't wait to hit that Nude
Beach!! Yeah baby!! It's Raining Men. All
my love, one bitchin Skeeba.

Interested in business? Are you a
freshman or sophomore? Apply now to
become the next Asst Business Manager
of The New Hampshire. For more
information or an application come to The
New Hampshire Busi_ness And
Advertising Office (room 108 MUB).
Deadline for applying: Monday, March 14.
0. Davidson. Hi there! Long time no see!
Where have you been hiding out lately?
I've been looking for you around campus
but can't seem to find you anywhere. A
little bird tel Is me that you hang out at the
MUB, is that true?? Signed, lnteresteq.
P.S . How's the Dover-B run, are you
making it in time for class?
Barney ... Things don't get different, they
just change ... eh? DO IT UP 'CATS!
Hey, Mom and Dad Hoover ·· Uhm Uhm
Uhm Uhm ... l know I have been gone since
the end of January, and it seems like a
long time , but I will show up some time
during March Break (March 18 thru 27).
Probably for some food and money. Your
Loving Daughter Jan~ P.S. and the
car!Love You! Me.
CP--no probs about SC. We're still
headed south! Deb said YES ! Only one
more week. See you in Boston, but don't
bet I'll pay any -attention to you.
Janet: Are you ready to outlaw WeNDLes
again. I hope you have recovered because
we're going to have much more beer (and
wine) with our pizza tonight. OK enough
abuse from me. But get ready for a good
time again tonight! the other blonde (sort
.of) that lives with you.
Today is: 'Say Hi to Billy Angevine
Oay' ... HELLO BILL ANGEVINE!!!
Bingo, I'm waiting to hear about that
dream, and more important about that
coastal paradise you keep mentioning. I
want information, and I want that
information now, if not sooner!
2 OD. 26 C, S 3, Deb and Gary--Here's to a
great spring break! Go wild where ever
we end up (even Kelly).
Greg F. is the bestest buddy any
production worker or Managing Editor
EVER had (sometimes). Seriously, thanks
for the ride Greg. Much appreciated.
Kathleen--Thanks for everything - Yes I'm
still alive! How about Wed . night. Great,
see ya then.

Tuesday is the

LAST ISSUE
before March. Break

Mom--WOW was the word for the
weekend. It couldn't have been better.
Good dinner. Great dessert. Wish things
weren't so hectic on weekdays but ... I'm
going to press the rose under wonderful. The Kidnapped One.
Yes, we have what you're looking for.
That's right a 1974 Vega. It runs. It has
two seats. And-provides a fine commute
into campus everyday. But not only that
but this Sierra red Vega has a vintage
1980 Duane Glasscock for President
bumper sticker! Convinced, well the low,
low price is just $250 or best offer. We
will negotiate. Since we may have a large
number of applicants, we will be
accepting offers at these toll free
numbers(if called from Durham), 8685974 or 862-1490. Ask for Duke.
Jane--lt's time to go home!!!!!!!!!!!
Bri-- Well, I hope you weren ' t
disappointed that I didn't come over after
production night. But my great editor gave
me (and Ginger, yes she stayed too in
order to fraternize with Bingo) a ride home
to Dover. By this time today, I should have
returned your belongings to you. Hi Susie.
See ya, Spice
See ya later tonight for the great pizza
party. Yum, Yum!! Make it any way you
want . No Susie, you don't have to have
green peppers. If you want, you can bring
your own beer.

Deadline:
Today 2 PM
RM 108

- MUB

Hey, BIMBO!!!!Hey, RUBBER DUCKY!!!
See you tonight!
Linda, you are very lucky. Your roommate
doesn't abuse you in the personals (much)
anymore.
Todd, it's been real and it costs - - - or
best offer. Cliche, huh?
• Jane! They're going to deliver the mirrors
on Saturday and install them on your
ceiling, aren't :you excited? We can order
the ones for the livingroom later, next
week maybe.

Jayne- You'll probably be one of the first
to see this but don't work too hard cuz
Saturday night will be here sooner than
you think! You'll brighttln up the ball but
best if you ·have a great time too. -Bri

Really Muffy, you
don't have to tell
everyone my birthday is
March 14th!

on

(But we do!
Lov_e, The Gang)

.J
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---------CANDIDATES-------republicans.
More conversations, this
.. Strafford County is the time between Cornelius and
second or third most important Campeon, allowed Mondale to
county because of democratic make a convenient campaign
support. Particular attention is stop.
paid to that area," he said.
..The Mondale campaign
Mike Corne Ii us, New was looking for a towr:i where
Hampshire state comptroller he could have an event," said
and Newmarket resident, Cornelius ... He had been to
played an integral part in Manchester the day before
organizing Walter Mondale's Newmarket and was headed to
, stop in Newmarket. Mondale, Dover. He didn't want · a
vocal on the issue of the campaign only in cities and the
hazards of acid rain, attended a Newmarket community
meeting at town hall drumming meeting provided a good
up support for federal control opportunity."
and reduction of acid rain.
According to Campeon,
Cornelius' part in the Mondale wanted .. to do
planning stages was the result something on the coast.
of a friendship with Chuck Newmarket was used as an
campeon, staff coordinator of emphasizer because ot the acid
the Mondale for President rain meeting. Newmarket's al ~o
committee based in Manchest- a good democratic town with a
er.
_ good democratic base."

(continued from page 2)
The number of Democrats ton, and Winnicut were invited
registered in Newmarket is to attend by area school
more than twice the amount of officials. Each student designed
registered Republicans. three questions and was
Democrats total 1,213 while contacted individually by
Republicans total 532.
Mondale's New Hampshire
Mondale's subsequent stop campaign staff.
at Dover Junior High Library
•·Dover Junior High was
was also a move initiated by chosen because it is central to
Campeon. This time he · the six schools," said Brennan.
contacted Brian Brennan, ••Each school was given a
chairman of the Social Studies chance to ask their questions."
department at Portsmouth
Brennan said he met with
High School and prominent Campeon that morning .. to go
Democrat, to moderate the over the rules" and then met
discussion.
with the students before the
Brennan worked for Carter start of the meeting.
during the 1980 presidential
Mondale's swing through
campaign and was considered a
good democratic liaison for
Cam peon 's statt and the Dover
appearance. Students from
Portsmouth, Newmarket,
Exeter, Somersworth, Hamp-__

New Hampshire concluded
three days of activities which
began in Minnesota, his home
state, where he announced his
candidacy, then on to Iowa, the
state which holds the first
caucus, and finally to New
Hampshire, the first primary
state.
Campaign funds were used
to finance Mondale's trip but
the total amount was not
disclosed. Cornelius said he
invested $25 in a pot of coffee.
And for Smith, .. it was a
pleasure to open our home to
the Senator."

THE BATTLE OF THE AIRBANDS IS BACK!!
Sunday Nite, March 13
In the MUB PUB
Doors open at 8:00

UNH ID / Proof of age required

Coming to the PUB St. Patrick's Day ...

THE LONG NOTE

Presidential hopeful John Glenn in Dover. (Carolyn Blackmar
photo)

FIR,ST ANNUAL

UNIVERSITY CUP
UNH WOMEN'S
ICE HOCKEY

vs
YORK UNIVERSTIY
OF TORONTO
UNH: 18-1
Four-time EAIAW
champion

YORK: 14-3-1 ·
Ontario Champion

7 p.m., Sun., March 13
_Snively Arena ·
Adults-$3

Students-$2

UNH Students-$!

----LYONS----

----H
· oon HOUSE-----

added afterwards, ''I smartened
up after that. ..
But it has worked in the
reverse as well. Just one week
ago in Durham, when the two
clubs played a two game ECAC
quarterfinal series, Daskalakis
re m.e m be red g e tt i n g t h e
upper hand.
"We were lined up for a
faceoff · to my right ," said
Daskalakis. '"I know that Steve
likes to poke it ahead and shoot
from right there. I said to
Tommy O'Regan, 'watch out,
he'll shoot right off the draw.' I
looked down for a minute and
then glanced up at Steve and
noticed he was smiling atme. It
has been great for both of us."
A National Sports Festival
participant last year, Lyons has

''He's just an unselfish team
player, with tremendous drive
to succeed," said Holt. "He's
really playing hockey like he
enjoys it.'
While the ECAC semi-finals
and finals this weekend is first
and foremost on Lyons' mind,
he admits that he's looking
forward to finishing his career
at UN H and joining the Bruins.
"l was reading about Barry
Pederson (Bruins draft choice)
and he can't believe he's in the
lockerroom with the guys he
has looked up to for so long,"
said Lyons. "It has been the
best time up here. When it's
time, we'll see .. If I belong, I
belong, but it'll still be hard to
believe that I'll be with them
after all these years of watching

the Hood House staff Tetel . great influx of people as during
said. She said the most the present cold season, this
common complaint from process gets backed up, she·
students is the waiting time said.
Tetel said students can cut
before being seen. Students
walk into Hood House down on waiting time by
expecting to be seen calling and making an
immediately and they should appointment or by avoiding the
be more aware of the reasons walk-in clinic during the peak
hours of IO a.m. and 3 p.m.
behind this waiting time.
Tetel will be at Hood House
According to Tetel, it takes
time for the nurses who staff Monday through Wednesday
the walk-in clinic to receive the from 1-3 with an office
patients, fill out the available for private consultaappropriate forms, evaluate tions and can be reached
them, treat them or send them through the Health Education
to a doctor. When there is a Office (862-3823) in the
basement of Hood House.

serious Ol vmpi1.., hopc1,.

thctn on the tube."

<continued from page 30)

·

(continued from page 4)

suggestions or complaints
regarding Health Services at
UNH.
Tete! said a suggestion box
has been arranged on each
floor of Hood House: and said
she will handle student
complaints and suggestions
through the boxes and by
seeing students personally.
"I want to talk to students,"
said Tetel.
Confidentiality will be kept
at all times whether the student
merely wants to voice a
complaint or wants to go as far
as meeting with a member of

,.

NUTRITIONISTS/HOME ECONOMISTS...

You're needed AH ouer the world.

---HOOP--(continued from page 32)

to do."
But UNH didn't lose for lack
of energy. Holy Cross, simply,
was on, from the foul line ( 15
for 20), on the offensive and
~efensive boards, and from the

floor (the Crusaders shot 53
percent for the game).
"They didn't play like that
when they played us in
Durhaf!l, .. concluded Friel.

Ask Peace Corps home economists and nutritionists why they travel to Asia, Africa and
Latin America. They'll tell you they are helping to diminsh malnutrition ·by teaching
gardening, food preparation and preservation, hygiene and budgeting. Ask them why
Peace Corps is the toug~_s t job you'll ever love.

.

~UNH
/HOCKEY!
~GO BLUE!!!A

\

-----

--

PEACE CORPS

March 30 - Film & Info session in the Carroll Belknap Room,
7:00 - 9:00
March 31 - Interviews from 8:30- 4:00, Career Plan(Jing. Info
only 9-4:00 Memorial Union Building.
-

UNH INTRAMURAL ALL-STAR HOCKEY GAME
CONGRATULATIONS to the players selected by sports managers, team captains, and
peers to represent their squads in the Intramural• Ice Hockey All-Star Game
WHEREWHEN-

ADMISSION-

Snively Arena
Thursday, March 17th, 8:15 pm
Free

EVERYONE INVITED!!!
EAST-ROSTER

WEST-ROSTER
NAME

TEAM

POSITION

NAME

TEAM

Curry, Tim
Barth, Jocky
Davis, Wendel
Coppins, Bobby
Pepin, Todd
Mennino, Nick
Fancy, Ron
Doloff, Wes
Champagne, Pete
Clarke, Chris
Francoeur, Steve
feurbach, Paul
Griffin, Bart
Foster, Kent
Kazanvian, Art
Clark, Dave
Teevins, Sam
Bouchard, Mark

TKAF
I Delta Check
AGR
Kappa Sigma
Sjgma NU
SAE
Priceless
Hunter
TKAF
SAE
Scorpions
Congrieve
Sawyer Islanders
Alexander A
Beta Stingless
I Delta Check
Priceless
Scorpions

Goalie
Goalie
Defense
Defense
Defense
Defense
F
F
F
F
F

Madden, Mike
Mazzoni, Steve
Budde, Dan
Miranda, Johnny
Graziani, Steve
Morin, Mark
Bennett, Tim
Blinn, Chuck
Ganem, Mike
Berkeley, Lloyd
Johnson, Gary
Brady, Al
Shriver, Trip
Reed, Dan
Gravelle, Pete
Francoeur, Roger
Powers, Mark
Hayward, Brian

Sawyer Destroyers
Buds Bombs
Hetzel
Theta Chi
Williamson 69ers
Engelhardt
Stoke Suits
Christensen Flames
Huddleston/Randall
Wizards
Alexander B
Beta Sting
Lord
· Sawyer Destroyers
Williamson 69ers
Williamson Bashers
Beta Sting

PRACTICE TIMES
Mondor. March 14
Tuesda.1 :. March 15
Wedne!>·day, March 16

9:15-11 :15 pm
7:15-9:15 pm
9:30-11 :00 pm

COACH: Cap Raeder

F
F

F
F
F
F
F

Pike

PRACTICE TIMES
Monday, March 14
Tuesday, March 15.
Wednesday, March 16

7:15-9:15 pm

9:15-11 :15 pm
8:00-9:30 pm

COACH: Rick Olmstead

POSITION
Goalie
Goalie
Defense
Defense
Defense
Defense
F

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

t
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Men's track squad
roughs it in N.J.
't

'

By T. J. Reever
The men's indooor track
team was confronted with a
humbling experience at the
IC4A's last weekend at
Princeton, N .J.
The Wildcats only brought a
handful of athletes. One shot
puter, a hurdler, and a relay
team.
"The I C4A meet, is a meet
where you have to be ready
mentally as well as physically,"
said head coach Jim
Boulanger. .. We had some solid
performances, but the guys
found out how it was down
there."
Joel Dennis made iL rn the
final flight in the shop put. He
placed 8th out of 20 qualifiers .
He threw the shot put 54'4".

Arnold Garron got as far as
the semi-final before he got
eliminated in the 55 meter
hurdles. He placed 15th out of
35 hurdlers who qualified. His
time was 7.62 by the fully
automatic timing system.
The two mile relay team had
a tough time of it. They placed
sixth in a heat of seven. The
team they beat however, was
B.C., which was the only team
that beat them last week in the
New England's. Danny
Grimes, Mike Caruso, Aaron
Lessing and Dennis Dobe ran a
combined effort of 7.52 to
conclude their indoor season.
Tilt OUlUOOI ~ea~on ~tans
April 2 with a meet against
MIT at home.

Bran dell shines for
women's track teain
UNH's Robin Brooks competes in the giant slalom event of the New Hampshire State
Championships. ( Cory Schwartz photo)
_
.

-------SCHAFF-----(continued from page 31)

.. It was quite a honor, just to
go and run with the best in the
country," said Schaff.
Her second outstanding
achievement was to break the
five minute barrier in the mile
this winter. She is one of only
three women in UN H history to
break five minutes. The other
two were Nancy Scardina and
Cindy Stearns.

Schaff attributes much of her
success to her parents.
••They were encouraging,
and they helped me keep my
head on when the pressure got
to be too much," said Schaff.
Schaff gives a great deal of
credit to teammate and fell ow
sub-five minute miler Cindy
Stearns.
.. She has been a solid source

of support, a fantastfo
training partner ·as well as a
great friend," added Schaff.
When asked about her goals
for running she said, ••1 just
want to be the best runner I can
be for however long that ta~es.
After that, may_be I 'II try
something else. I might try bike
racing someday. I always want
to be doing something."

By T .J. Reever
Stearns broke former
The women's indoor track teammate, Nancy Scardina 's
team concluded its season last record of 4.54.
Liese Schaff placed fifth in
weekend at the Eastern
Regional Track Championship the finals of the I 000 yard run,
equalling her school record of
held at Harvard.
..The competition was very 2.38.0.
UN H's Aleshia Davis had
good," said head coach Nancy
Krueger. .. We had some real another good day in the long
good performances from the .jump. She placed fifth with a
leap of 17'1 I".
girls."
Wildcats Ann Miller, Joni
Kathy Brandell fini~hed her
indoor season with an Weaver 'and Jen Morse all
outstanding performance in gathered up personal records in
the two mile. Brandell ran a their events. Miller ran 10.43 in
IO. I3, and took 11 seconds off the two mile while Weaver ran
her best time as well as placing 2.41 in the I000 yard dash and
Morse ran 1.29 in the 600 yard ·
fourth overall.
Cindy Stearns became the dash.
The Regionals was the
third woman in UN H history to
break five minutes for the mile. Wildcat's last indoor meet of
She also became the fastest the season. They now look
woman to do it. Stearns ran forward to a successful outdoor
4.53.08 and placed 7th overall. season this spring.

----NIPS---(continued from page 31)

32 spots in the tourney, 18 are taken by the
winners of various conference tournaments.
Since .UNH is an independent they must vye
for one of 14 at-large bids.
According to Mel Greenburg at the National
Enquirer who compiles the rankings, there are
I 2 teams currently ranked in the top 20 who are
independent, and thus have a better shot at a
bid than UNH. So it seems the Wildcats
c~ances come down to two spots.
Neverthel,ess a playoff bid is not hopeless.
And with UNH coach Cecilia De Marco on the
national coaches voting board one would think
that couldn.'t hurt either. .
Steve Lyons (19) takes on neighbor and BU goaltender Cleon Daskalakis. (Tim Skeer photo)

LYONS
who prefers a physical gaine.
"Most of the time I know Potsy
(Potter) with his speed will be
breaking to the net. Barney
(Barton) isn't afraid to jump
into the corners, he knows I'll
cover for him. Other lines can't
always do that because they
haven't been together as long as
we have."
·
Coupled with Lyons' 19
goals and 31 assists for 50 pts.,
the line has accounted for 134
pts. in 29 games. Preseason
forecast labeled the line as
possibly the best in the East,

but it took several games before
the three began playing up to
potential.
··1 think we expected things
to happen this year because
the~ did last year," said Lyons.
.. We were doing a lot of
standing around early in the
season, but I think coach Holt
knew it was just <,1 matter of
time until we jelled as a line."
Lyons also anchors the point
on the highly successful
WiJdcats power play, that
boasts a .282 efficiency rating.
Known for his quick release,

(continued from page 32)
crafty stickwork,and hard
slapshot , Lyons gives the
power play a solid foundation
from the perimeter.
'"Steve has taken the
responsibility of quarterbacking the power play," Holt said.
.. He really has developed since
his freshman year. He has
always had the great skills, but
he's much more in control
now."
Mental control and patience
is something that can only be
developed through years of ice
time. As is often the case, much

of Lyons' early development
took place in his backyard. A
cement rink, used for
rollerskating in the warm
months and frozen for ice
skating during winter, was the
site of constant practicing for
Lyons and next door neighbor,
Boston University goaltender
Cleon Daskalakis.
.. We used bi-skates that have
four wheels down the middle,"
said Daskalakis, who faced
Lyons four times this season .
..We'd skate up and down the
hill near our house, and play on

Steve's rink all the time. We got
to the point where we knew
each other's moves inside and
out."
The knowledge has given
way to both saves and goals
since both left high school
Daskalakis recalled an
occassion last season when he
figured Lyons would shoot for
the far corner from the left
circle, but didn't. Instead
Lyons beat Daskalakis to the
short side. The BU goaltender

LYONS, page 29
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McClain is newest
quaterback in town
Last year Al McClain meant .Points to the
UNH offense. His long range bombs and
smooth turn-arounds were plays number one
and two in the UNH playbook. McClain
averaged ~early 18 points a game on his way to
leading the team in scoring and was named to
the first team of the conference all-star squad.
However, this season when Al McClain
returned to the line-up after missing the first
seven games, someone else was getting the
plays called for him.
Robin Dixon was now the man getting his 20
points a game, so McClain was asked to fill
another role. He would be the quarterback. He
would be dishing off instead of driving,
luukiug low in~tcc1'1 of at the hoop.

~

I

Dan Nolan fired in 15 first half points in last night's contest, but was unable to prevent an 89-77
defeat. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

UNH's Schaff never slows down
By T. J. Reever

If you have ever gone to a
women's track meet you .might
have noticed that after the
competition is over some keep
running. It's not that they can't
stop, it's called a warm down.
One of those woman who
doesn't stop running is UNH
running star, Liese Schaff.
Schaff is one of UN H's most
dedicated and accomplished
runners. She · competes in
everything from the 600 yard
dash to 5000 meters in cross
country. She usually runs 40-50
miles a week, year-round, and
she placed near the front all
year long. She holds the school
record in the 1000 yard dash
with a 2.38 and she is· also a key
factor to the success UN H
enjoyed in cross country, last
fall.
Schaff, as dedicated as she is,
does not consider herself a onedimensional character with
single minded goals. She is
more than just a runner.

,.. I'm interested in drawing
and I enjoy working with
pottery," said Schaff, a
sophomore ... I like to spend
time by myself where there's
nobody else around. I like to
appreciate things around me. I
like to stroll on empty beaches
and I enjoy walking alone in the
woods. You have to keep
running for fun, or you get too
bound up.in the whole thing. If
it's the only thing you think
about then you're not an
Olympian."
Schaff, a Stockton, N.J.,
native, majors in zoology. She
has been running since grade
school.
.. I won some races in grade
school and the junior high
coach approached me and
asked me to run for the team.
I've pretty much been running
ever since," said Schaff. .. I
played basketball and I was
pretty serious about gymnastics too, but eventually I just
go~_into my running."

Li~e Schaff

One of Schaff's biggest
achievements while running at
UN H was going to the
National's out in Kansas last
year.
SCHAFF, page 30

Dixon says that when McClain returned he
was afraid his backcourt mate might get a little
moody if the so-called "wealth" wasn't spread
around. Dixon, who has played with McClain
since elementary school days, graciously
offered.
McClain promptly refused. Dixon should
have known better.
These days McClain sets other goals rather
than being on top of the scoring column.
McClain says his new objective is to create a
new pass every game. And for those who've
. been at recent games there's no denying he goes
a_long way in achieving that end.
Over-the-head, behind-the-back, betweenthe-legs and the blind, and I mean blind, passes
are all part"of the McClain repetoire. There's a
new game in town. And McClain's
transformation has been instrumental in the
Wildcat's succe.ss. Since his return UNH is 146.
Despite missing the early part of the season,
McClain easily leads the team in assists with
·115 to go along with a steady 13 points a game.
Of course, one part of McClain's game which
hasn't changed is the theft department. He has
64 steals on the season an_d had eight alone
against Canisius Tuesday.
"Dix (Robin Dixon) and Dan (Nolan) have
been really . eff~ctive shooting wise," says
McClain, "so right now I'm just worried about
running the team. "I'm havini~ a lot of fun righJ now. I'm sacrificing but I.'m having fun."
Asked if he wished McClain might start to
shoot more, running mate Dixon says he has
plenty of confidence with ~hatever McClain
does on the court.
"I never worry about what that dude does,"
· says Dixon. "He's determined to take on this
role as point man, and when the time comes
Al's clutch."
McClain says the most · important thing
about last night's game against Holy Cross was
to remain disciplined against the full court
man-to-man Crusader pressure. That is
something McClain and Dixon have been able
to accomplish all year much to the pl~~ure or- · UNH coach Gerry Friel.
"Me and Dix are really going to have to be
- under control," says McClain. ·•Last time we
were hitting the middle and we were
successful."

Women cagers matCh up with HC
final scheduled for 2:00
There will be plenty of great Saturday afternoon.
Tonight's opening game
basketball at the Field House
this weekend as the women's features M et ro -At Iantic
basketball team hosts the Conference teams Manhattan
ECAC regionals beginning at (second in the league) and
Fairfield (third). Manhattan
6:00 tonight with a game that
pits Manhattan against has defeated Fairfield i,1 both
of their meetings by a total of
Fairfield.
UNH, the top seed in the . six points ... It's a pretty even
East, with a 20-7 record will field," DeMarco said,
meet Holy Cross at 8:00. Coach
The real showdown is at 8:00
Cecilia DeMarco said the team when the Wildcats meet Holy
has regrouped "physically and Cross. The Crusaders recently
mentally" since their end of the became the EAIA W champs
season loss to Fairfield two over Northeastern, 54-50, and
weeks ago.
have won their last 5 games.
The winner of each game The last time they lost was four
Friday night will play in the weeks ago against UNH, 76-74.
By Maura Gavin

"They'll be difficult to beat
twice," DeMarco commmented.
.. We can have no complaints
about the officials this time. We
won't know who'll they will be
until the start of the game."The
last match-up between Holy
Cross and UNH was plagued
by inconsistency and poor
calls .

UNH will know by Saturday
evening if they will receive a bid
for the NCAA finals. '"We've
had three goals all season."
DeMarc_o stated. '"To win 20
games, to be the number one
seed in the ECAC East and to
get a national bid. We h'!ve
done the first two, the last one
will take care of itself."

In other hoop news, the chances for the
women's basketball team to make the NCAA 's
looks good. The fact that the wome~ won 20
games is important. As is the possible guilt the
selection committee would bear if they denie ·
~ New England team entry for the second year
ma row.
According to the folks in charge of
compiling national ratings, the Wildcats are
easily ranked in the top 30 in the country.
The problem comes with the fact that of the
NIPS, page 30
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•
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resurrected; UNH loses 89-77
.

By Steve Damish

• I

I

BOSTON - The 1300 fans
watching UNH play Holy
Cross in the ECAC North
Atlantic Conference · quarterfinals last night could sense
something askew.
That's why the anticipatory
shrill of an easy two points
faded fast as a UNH two-onone fast break in the second
half ended in a missed lay-up.
And that's why a murmur of
disbelief

filtered

through

Matthews Arena when, in
UNH's next possession, guard
Al McClain threw up an air ball
from the free-throw line. The
score after McClain hit the
second foul shot with 14: 15 left
in the game was 46-44, Holy
Cross. But with UNH's offense
malfunctioning, HC(l7-12, 7-3
conference) inflated its lead to
66-52, 6:53 later, eventually
cruising to an 89-77 win.
The Wildcats finished their
best season in nine years with a
16-12 (9-3 conference) record.
HC will play in the finals of the
NAC tomorrow afternoon
against either Boston
University or Niagara.
.. They (Holy Cross) just
played an outstanding game in
the second half," said UNH
coach Gerry Friel, the ECAC
NAC coach of the year. ..They
played with confidence and
made the shots they had to
make in the first half to stay
close."
UNH led at the half, 39-36,
but in the first 7:29 of the
second half could add just five
.points. Then, with 12:31 left in
the game, HC's Darren
Maloney (23 points) hit a ten
footer from the left side to give
the Crusaders a 50-46 lead.
By the time UNH could sink
UNH's Robin Dixon (20) scored 32 points last night in his final
another basket (3: 11 later), HC
Skeer photo)
increased its advantage to 58UNH's Robin Dixon scored H C led by as much as 14-points
48, largely-through the accurate
shooting-o( Maloney and Chris 18 second half points(32 for the · in the half.
"They really started clicking
.game), but the Wildcats never
Logan (21 points).
and we helped_them from our
made any comeback threats.

'

ready."
Where H C really cl~cked in
this game was in the
rebounding department where
the Crusaders finished with a
48-31 advantage for the game.
That statistic helped HC shoot
65 percent from the floor ( I929) in the second half while
UN H could muster a 45 percent
effort for ( 15 for 33).
·
..I don't think we were going
and boxing them out," said
UNH forward Dan Nolan (17
points). ..They were kind of
snea_k ing around there (under
basket)."
While the Crusaders were
strong on the offensive boards,
they allowed no one bearing the
initials .. UN H" on their
uniforms near their own hoop.
An essential difference in this
game: H C would get two, three,
even four chances for a basket,
UNH would get just one shot.
.. We weren't intense on
defense," said Dixon. ••They
got a lot of easy baskets."
UN H's defense was its
normal, lightning-like self in
the first half where the Wildcats
forced H C into 14 turnovers
against just seven of their own.
This helped the Wildcats
lead the Crusaders for 5:3 I of
the half, from the 11 :45 to the
17: 14 mark. The game was tied
seven times in the first half, but
UNH, for most of the half,
played the better basketball.
. ••Their pressure hurt us
early," said HC coach George
Blaney, "as it did in Durham (a
66-63 UNH win)."
The Wildcats fell behind
early, 10-2, before Friel called
time with 17:24 left in the first
half. Mike Dinneen came back
with a foul-line swish to start a
UNH comeback before the two
game for the Wildcats. (Tim
teams began alternating leads.
.. We got off to a poor start,"
lack of intensity on defense," said Friel, "and came back,
said Dixon. ··we just weren't which takes an awful lot of gas
ready the second half. I can't
pinpoint it. We just weren't HOOP, page 29

Pearson, defensive corps key to Wildcat
:

By Peter Clark
The key is defense if UN H
plans to advance past the
ECAC semi-final round
tonight at the Boston Garden.
The kind of defense they have
displayed in their last several
outings.
.. I think our goaltending has
come on very strong," said
UNR.c.oach Charlie Holt. .. Our
defense is stronger than it was
earlier in the season. I just hope
we can- play the kind of game
the fans can appreciate."
It would be difficult not to
appreciate UNH's 8-1-2
showing down the stretch. The
same can be said for Harvard,
who brings .in 8-2 mark into the
Garden
Yesterday afternoon,
athletic directors, coaches,
players, media and public
relations personnel from the
four remaining ECAC teams,
gathered at the Boston Garden
Board and Blade club for a
final look at the upcoming
ECAC semi-finals and finals,
no~ just six hours away.

Hnan Petroveck, an ECAC
official, opened the conference
commenting that for the
second straight year, the top
four seeds made it to the
Garden. Assistant ECAC
Commissioner John Phillips
added that each team had a
winning percentage of at least
.700, and briefly ran through
what each team had to go
through to reach the Garden.
The coaches followed,
summarizing the stretch run in
a couple instances, wh-ile others
just relayed their joy of being in
the tournament.
This is how the two match
up: In goal, UNH senior Todd
Pearson will continue to
anchor the club as he has done
all season. Harvard's Grant
Blair who in head coach Bill
Cleary's words, ••has emerged
as the top Crimson goaltender"
beating out freshman Dick
McEvoy. Blair had strong
showings in the quarterfinals
against RPI, allowingjust three
goals in two games. Give the
edge to Pearson however.

because it was only a year ago Maple Leaf Garden and I like
that the Burlington, Ontario the size. Last year's experience
native made his debut in the wi 11 · make a world of
Garden.
difference."
"I like playing in the Garden
Defensively Harvard will
because it's smaller," said miss captain Greg Olson who
Pearson. ..The corners are suffered an ankle injury in the
different too, but I like pro- first game against RPI. In turn
style rinks. I've played some in " the Wildcats will still be .

•
Will

without the services of
freshman Kirk Lussier, but
senior Craig Steensen should
see action as he continues to
nurse an injured shoulder.
Offensively, the Wildcats can
~enerate an attack from any of
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Lyons foregoes NHL dream
for college life, Wildcat hockey
By Peter Clark

Lyons was chosen right after
The dream of every young Steve Casper in the·sixth round
hockey player is to play in the by the Boston Bruins.
"People used to compare me
National Hockey League
someday. After graduation - with Bobby Carp_e.nter in high
from Matignon High School in school," said the 21-year old .
Lyons, who lives with wife
~ 980, the dream became reality
for Steve Lyons, a Canton, Debbie, and IO month-old son
Mass. native and now center Kevin ... But I used to say, •hey
he's Bob Carpenter and I'm
for the UNH Wildcats.
In addition to being selected Steve Lyons'."
Lyons proved that theory
first team All-Catholic, first
team All-Boston Herald and that year when he chose UNH,
first team All-Boston Globe, while Carpenter chose the

Washington Captials. His
freshman year under head
coach Charlie Holt, Lyons
registered 27 points, and the
following year upped his
season total to 45 pts.
This season, the fleetfooted,
5'10'', 185 pounder has
returned to center one of the
hottest Eastern lines, in Paul
Barton and Dan Potter.
··1t's smooth playing with
Barton and Potter said Lyons,
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